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Water quality
meeting set
for those in
Dexter,Almo

:Or

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Home and property owners in
the Dexter-Almo area of
Calloway County are invited to
a special informational meeting
concerning a new program to
improve water quality in the
Clark's River basin by upgrading or replacement of inefficient or failing septic systems.
Ryan McCafferty, grant coordinator for the Calloway
County Conservation District,
said the local agency has
received a grant to improve
water quality through a Clark's
River Septic Repair Program
plan to aid home and land owners in upgrading or replacing
septic systems. Home and property owners concerned about
the issue are encouraged to
attend the meeting scheduled
for 7 p.m. on Tuesday, June 22,
at Dexter Baptist Church located at 76 Church Street in
Dexter.
"Projects will initially be
focused in four critical areas
identified during the watershed
planning phase, including a
septic focus area around the
Almo-Dexter area, the Clayton
Creek subwatershed, the Bee
Creek subwatershed and the
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KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
SCOUTS BREAKFAST: Peggy Taylor. second from left, receives the first eight tickets to the upcoming inaugural Gary Tayior Memorial Breakfast from Kano Vazquez, senior patrol leader of Troop 45. The troop is sponsoring the breakfast on Saturday, July 3, in memory of Gary Taylor, long-time troop committee chairman. Also pictured, from right, are Troop 45 members Gideon Miller, Alan Dickenson and Jordan Klotz. The breakfast will be
held at the First United Methodist Church gymnasium. Tickets are available from members of the troop or at the
church office. Tickets are $7 in advance and $10 at the door. The hours for the breakfast will be 7-10 a.m.

Ky. man injured
during flight test
of crop-duster

II See Page 2A
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By FRIEDER1C J. FROM MER
and MATTHEW DALY
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP) — A day after
agreeing to a $20 billion fund to compensate victims of the disastrous oil spill in
the Gulf of Mexico, BP's chief executive
expects to tell Congress that he was "personally devastated" by the explosion of the
Deepwater Horizon oil rig and understands thi anger that Americans feel
toward him and his company.
CEO Tony Hayward's contrition isn't
likely to soften his landing on Capitol Hill,
where lawmakers are sharpening their
knives — preparing to channel constituent
anger over the worst environmental disas-

Hayward

ter in the nation's history
—during a hearing that
some compare to a public
execution.
In prepared testimony
obtained
by
The
Associated
Press,
Hayward said the explosion and sinking of the
BP-operated rig "never
should have happened —
and I am deeply sorry that

they did."
Newly disclosed documents obtained by
the AP show that after the Deepwater
Horizon sank, BP made a worst-case estimate of 60,0(X) barrels a day flowing into

the Gulf of Mexico. That figure is far higher than the company had said publicly
until this week, when the government
released its own worst-case estimate of
about 60.000 barrels a day.
The undated estimate by BP, apparently
made sometime last month, reflected the
actual situation as it was understood by BP
at the time, said Sen. Chuck Grassley, RIowa. Grassley, the senior Republican on
the Senate Finance Committee, obtained
the documents as part of an investigation
into the oil spill and its aftermath.
Grassley said it was not clear when
exactly BP made the calculation. "Certainly

•See Page 3A

BZA board
addresses
fraternity,
restaurants
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The Murray
Board of Zoning
Adjustments has paved the way for a new
fraternity house to be constructed on 16th
Street, along with approving variances on
two local restaurants looking to change
locations.
During their regular meeting Wednesday
night. board members held a public hearing to review a conditional use permit
application for Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
to operate a fraternity house at 103 North
16th Street. They approved a motion that
included a 14-space parking variance and a
condition of working with the city to
establish sidewalks along the Farmer
Avenue side of the property.
Candace Dowdy, city planner. gave the
board background on the location. The fraternity had recently purchased additional
property adjoining their location and

•See Page 2A

KYSER LOUGH ! Ledger & Times
MEMORY SEMINAR: The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce held a Memory Seminar
Wednesday in partnership with the Dale Carnegie Organization. Participants learned ways to maximize memory to help remember important information. Pictured. Charles Eubank takes attendees through a memory exercise.
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BP CEO telling Congress he's 'devastated' by spill
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
t took nearly 60 years, but Korean War
veteran Frank Andrus finally received
the medals that were his due for his
service during the "Forgotten War."
Andrus, 81, now lives with his wife,
Laura, on Sunset Circle. He served about
21 months in the U.S. Army, about 10 of
those in Korea. He earned several medals
(luring his time as a Browning machine
gun operator for the Army's 25th Division,
35th Infantry Regiment, but until just this
week had not received them.
He does remember wearing at least one
purple ribbon on his uniform when he
returned home, but kind of lost track of
what he was owed and his old uniform was
later lost in a fire. Ironically, it was also a
tire at the National Personnel Records
Center in Washington in the early 1970s
that was the reason he has received the

I

Daily Forecast
sunny.
Thursday. Partly
Highs in the upper 80s.
Thursday
night Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 70s.
Friday.. Partly cloudy with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s
Friday night _Partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Lows in the lower 70s.
Saturday Partly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s. Lows in the lower
70s.

75

Andrus
presented
medals years later

MAYFIELD, Ky. (API An eastern Kentucky man
has been injured in a plane
crash in western Kentucky.
Graves County Chief
Deputy Sheriff Dewayne
Redmon says Ryan T. Smith
of Owingsville was taking a
flight test when the nose of
the crop-dusting plane
touched down and the plane
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•BZA board...
From Front
demolished a structure there.
This meets the land size requirement for a house. They also
have said there will be no menihers living on premises. but are
looking at constructing a meeting hall. Dowdy showed a tentative plan for the plot that
showed the tratenuty was
twelve spaces short of the
required parking for a meeting
hall of that size.
Chairman
Bill Whitaker
opened the public hearing and
asked if anyone was there to
speak in favor of the application. Sid Easley. representative
for the fraternity. was sworn in
and said the fraternity is "practically ready" to begin building as
soon as everything is ready. He
put his timetable at four-to-six
weeks. Scott Seiber, board
member, asked whether the
building was locally or nationally owned and Easley said it is
owned locally by a non-profit
housing corporation.
During board discussion
Seiber voiced his concern on
sanitation and said he did not
see where they would be able to
place a dumpster. This lead to
the addition of two parking
spaces in the parking variance to
allow for a dumpster to he
placed. 'The board said they
were comfortable allowing the
smaller number of spaces on the
site due to a letter from Murray
State University allowing the
fraternity use of their parking in
the evenings.
The board also approved a
parking variance for T.C. Dinh
at 1406 Main Street, where he is
looking to relocate his egg roll
business and establish retail
space. The property is the site of
the former Owen's Food

TOM BERRV/Ledger & Times

Korean War veteran Frank Andrus of Murray recently
received some of the medals he earned in the U.S. Army in
the early 1950s, A Washington DC fire that destroyed many
military records in the 1970s made it difficult for Andrus and
military officials to determine exactly what he had earned.

•Andrus, veteran...
From Front
medals so belatedly and then he
had to track them down.
But better late than never.
according to Andrus.
"1 iinallv got them." Andrus
said. 1 thmk Ise still got a
Good Conduct medal that I
don't have. I don't know if I
have any more or not.
Alter making requests to the
NPRC. he received a package kit'
I ive medals this week along
ith a letter explaining why
infrinnation concerning his and
other soldiers honors were dil1 icult to track and determine.
•

The box included a Purple
Heart. a Combat Infantry
Badge, two Korean Service
medals - one issued by the
Republic of South Korea and
the other by the United Nations
as well as a military service

medal. Andrus suffered an
injury to his foot from shrapnel
during combat for which he
received the Purple Heart.
Andrus has also been honored
by the Republic of South Korea
with
the
Korean
War
Commendation certificate and
medal for his service from
1951-52.

•Water quality...
From Front
Damon Creek subwatershed."
McCafferty said.
Letters have been sent to those
living in the affected septic
focus area. Participants will be
asked to fill out a project application
and
meet
with
McCafferty to determine eligibility if they are interested in the
program. Those living in any of
the focus areas are encouraged
to attend the meeting.
A $728,270 grant has been
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Market.
Dinh had come to the hoard
previously requesting a 33space parking variance and was
turned down. Since then, he had
worked to purchase a plot of
land behind the building that
would provide 29 additional
spaces but was asking for a
grace pen& to construct the lot.
Tammy Cothran, who spoke on
behalf of Dinh, said the cost in
purchasing and renovating the
structure was very high and he
wanted to hold off on parking
lot construction until he had a
chance to build his business
back up. In board discussion it
was brought up that a gravel lot
could be initially provided and
later paved and the motion
included a 60-day window to
build the gravel lot from date of
purchase and pave it within one
year. The entire project is also
pending a rezoning approval of
the plot by the city council.
A signage variance was
approved for the new location of
Taco John's on Chestnut Street
after a request was tnade to utilize as much of the existing signage as possible. While the total
amount of signage is under the
limit required, they would be
having more total signs than
allowed.
A public hearing to review a
dimensional variance application for St. Leo's Catholic
Church was postponed due to
lack of quorum after three board
members recused themselves
from the item.
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obtained from the Kentucky
Division of Water to implement
strategies that will reduce pollution in the Clark's River watershed.
Most
is
federal
Environmental
Protection
Agency funding with about
$291,000 in state and local
matching funds. The funds will
be used to assist land-home
owners in upgrading or replacing failing systems.
The effort will implement best
management practices that deal
with the top four pollutants:
pathogens, sediment, nutrients
and water temperature from
agricultural practices, on-site
waste disposal and urban waste
sources. Possible solutions to
the problem include repair or
replacement of failing waste
disposal systems, field border or
buffer strips, animal waste storage facilities, an animal mortality facility, pet waste clean-up
areas, critical area planting, a
waste-treatment lagoon as well
as septic repair and other measures.
The program has been implemented in cooperation with
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
the Calloway County Health
Department, the Kentucky
Division of Water and other
stale and regional agencies concerned with water quality. For
more information about the
grant or the meeting. contact
McCafferty at the conservation
office at 88 Robertson Road or
call him at 767-0491.

News in Brief
Grant brings new Americorps members to schools
S,.rsILKSL I. Ky i.-Pi -- Ten new Amencorps members will
serve in eastern Kentucky schools beginning in the fall.
According to a news release from Operation UNITE. the new
positions come thanks to a $325,(0) grant from the Corporation
for National and Community Service.
Americorps members teach the "Too Good for Drugs" curriculum. tutor students in mathematics and help coordinate anti-drug
clubs. The additions will bring the total number of Americorps
members in the area to 25.
Operation UNITE is a regional anti-drug initiative in 29 southern and eastern Kentucky counties that includes education, drug
veatment and law enforcement

Mother called police 2 hours after son, 3, shot
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville Police said a mother
waited two hours before calling for help after her 3-year-old son
was shot on Tuesday.
Police spokesman Officer Carey Klain told The Courier-Journal
the boy was shot with a .45-caliber handgun after he was in the
line of fire during an argument between his mother and a man.
The mother. 28-year-old Laquisha Mosby, is charged with
assault, cnminal abuse, wanton endangerment and tampering with
evidence.
Police also arrested 34-year-old Shawn Martin and charged him
with assault, criminal abuse, being a convicted felon in possession
of a handgun, wanton endangerment and tampering with evidence.
According to the arrest citation, a court order had banned Martin
from contact with the child.
The boy was in critical condition at Kosair Children's Hospital.

State to take over closed park
LOUISVILLE. Is). cAP)- A 2.1(si-4re park closed by the city
of Louisville last year because of budget cuts is going to be taken
over by the state.
Gov. Steve Beshear and Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson
announced Wednesday that the state's Fish and Wildlife
Commission recently approved a plan for the state to acquire the
park in Meade County along the Ohio River.
In a news release, officials said the park will reopen next year as
an outdoor recreational area operated by the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Abramson says the city cf Louisville had tried for 21 years and
through five governors to ,zet the state to assume operations of the
park.
The property will be known as Otter Creek Outdoor
Recreational Area. It will continue to offer trails for hiking,
cycling and horseback riding, and future plans call for camping.
picnic areas. fishing and hunting.

Piece of Louisville highway named to honor Powers
LOUISVILLE. K>.(AP, — New highway signs on a stretch of
Interstate 264 in Louisville will honor Georgia Davis Powers. who
in 1967 became the first African American in the Kentucky
Senate.
Gov. Steve Beshear and others unveiled one of the new signs
Wednesday designating the 7 1/2-mile section of roadway as tit,'
Georgia Davis Powers Expressway.
Beshear said Powers spent her career building roads and bridges
to connect people in Louisville as well as throughout Kentucky
and that it's fitting to name a highway in her honor.
Powers spent 21 years tn the Senate and retired at the end of
1988.

Competency issue to be heard in clinic death
PRESTONSBURG. Ky.(AP) — A competency hearing is set for
the eastern Kentucky man accused of fatally shooting an
Appalachian doctor.
John C. Combs is expected to appear for the hearing at 10 a.m.
CDT Thursday at the Floyd County courthouse in Prestonsburg. A
pretrial conference is scheduled for later in the day.
Combs has been charged in the killing of Dennis Sandlin. who
was shot to death last year at the Leathenvood-Blackey Medical
Clinic in Cornettsville. Police have said Combs killed Sandlin
hours after the doctor denied him a narcotics prescription. Sandlin
had worked at the clinic since 1990.
In January. Combs pleaded not guilty to charges of murder, burglary, evidence tampering and terroristic threatening. At
that hearing, a judge also granted a defense request to have Combs
assessed for mental competency.

Miner killed by failing beam in coal mine

HOLA1ES MILL. Ky.(API -- A coal miner hit hy a falling steel
beam has been killed on the job, the fourth mining-related
fatality
of the year in Kentucky.
The Kentucky Office of Mine Safety and Enforcement
says the
miner died Wednesday at Lone Mountain Processing's
Clover
Fork Mine No. I at Holmes Mill in the southeastern part of
the
state.
Harlan County coroner Philip Bianchi says the victim was
42year-old Jim Carmack of Barbourville.
Dick Brown, a spokesman for the state office, says coal dislodged from the mine wall and bumped a support holding
up the
beam.
State and federal investigators are looking into it.
Twenty-nine miners died in an explosion April S at
Massey
Energy's Upper Big Branch mine in West Virginia, the
nation's
worst coal mining disaster in 40 years.
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Wednesday.
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711 Main St.
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605 North 18th Street

321 Wa.shington Drive, Almo

22 Wells Purdom Drive, Almo

MOVE-IN READY AND CLOSE TO
MURRAY STATE CAMPUS! This 3 bedroom. I 5 bath has been freshly painted
throughout the 'mild( The kitchen has been
updated with nevi countertops and new
appliances - stove. retrigeraioi and dishwasher Hardwood floors under carpet in
.oine rooms Pnced at SI 29.900 MLS
#56056

ADORABLE HOME! Nice 3 bedroom, 2
bath home located in Purdom Estates
Spacious kitchen features oak cabinets and
deck access. All bedrooms arc large and
master bedroom has pnvate bath. IAA
over half acre and has been beautifully and
professionally landscaped. Priced at
SI26.900 MLS #55407

LOVELY CUSTOM
BUILT HOME'
Features include 4 bedrooms. 2 baths.
Conan solid surface counters. custom cabinets. stainless steel appliances. hardwood
floors and multiple walk-in closets The extenor of the horn:: has been custom landscaped
and features a French drain around the
perimeter to keep the foundation dr) None of
the details have been missed on this home
Priced .0 5170,900. MLS 056101

Watch for Future Open Houses at: www.murraykyrealestate.com

753-1222

According
to
published
reports. Smith was taken to
Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah and was in fair condition Wednesday night.
It was reported that Federal
Aviation Administration officials were on site observing the
tes when the plane crashed.
The airport was closed for
about seven hours.
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Dy ALAN FRAM
,ounines polled.
Associated Press Wnter
In only five countries do majoriWASHINGTON
(API
-- ties think the U.S. considers other
Muslims around the globe remain
nations when setting its foreign
uneasy about the U.S. and are
increasingly disenchanted with policy. Support for U.S. anti-terrorPresident Barack Obama, accord- ism efforts and °barna.% handling
ing to a poll that suggests his dnve of economic problems is generally
to improve relations a ith the strong, but there is significant
Muslim world has had little impact. opposition to American involveEven so. the U.S image is hold- ment in Afghanistan and little faith
ing strong in many other countries that a stable government will
and continues to be far better than it emerge in Iraq.
was dufing much of Geolge W.
The poll also found that:
Bush's presidency, according to the
—In the seven Muslim nations
survey.
polled. the portion of Muslims say There is one glaring exception:
Mexico. where 62 percent ing suicide attacks are sometimes
expressed favorable views of the justified ranged from 39 percent in
U.S. just days before an Arizona Lebanon to 5 percent in Turkey.
law cracking down on illegal immi- Nowhere did Muslims give majorigrants was signed in April. but only. ty support to Osarna bin Laden or
44 percent did so afterward.
his al-Qaida terrorist group.
The findings by the Pew Global
—In every nation but Poland.
Attitudes Project, conducted in China and Brazil, most are unhappy
April and May in the United States with
how things are going in their
and 21 other countries by the noncountry, though dissatisfaction has
partisan Pew Research Center.
gown in only three countries in the
come amid a global economic
downturn and U.S. wars in past year. Attitudes about each
Afghanistan and Iraq. The poll has country's economic situation are
been measuring the views of people similarly negative, though a bit
brighter than a year ago.
around the world since 2002.
Among the seven countries sur— Nine in 10 Chinese are happy
veyed with substantial Muslim with their country's economy, by
populations. the U.S. was seen far the highest mark of any nation
favorably by just 17 percent in polled. China is
seen more positiveEgypt. Turkey and uakistan and 21
ly than negatively in 15 countries.
percent in Jordan. The U.S.'s posiand in eight countries China is
tive rating was 52 percent in
Lebanon, 59 percent in Indonesia viewed as the world's leading ecoand 81 percent in Nigena, where nomic power — up from two who
Muslims comprise about half the said so last year.
—Only in Pakistan does a majorpopulation.
None of those figures was an ity favor Iran has ing nuclear
improvement from last year. There weapons. In most countnes, ecowere slight dips in Jordan and in nomic sanctions against Iran's
Indonesia, where Mama spent sev- nuclear program get higher support
eral years growing up. Egypt saw a than military
action. But significant
10-point drop, even though Obama
numbers are prepared for a showgave a widely promoted June 2009
down: In 16 countries, more people
speech in Cairo aimed at reaching
who oppose Iran's nuclear program
out to the Muslim world.
consider
stopping Tehran from getIn all seven of those countries,
the percentage of Muslims express- ting such weapons more important
ing confidence in Mama has also than avoiding a military conflict.
dropped since last year. Only in
—More people in every country
Nigeria and Indonesia do majorities except Egypt and Jordan said the
of Muslims voice confidence in environment should be a prionty.
him; in Obama's worst showing, even at the cost of economic
just 8 percent in Pakistan do.
growth and jobs. But only in nine
The survey found that majorities
countries are half or more willing to
of the public in Turkey, Jordan,
pay higher prices to address global
Egypt. Indonesia. Lebanon and
Pakistan say the U.S. could some- warming.
—Three-fourths of Brazilians say
day be a military threat to their
their team will win this year's
country.
"You get a sense of Muslim dis- World Cup soccer tournament, easappointment with Barack Obama," ily the most confident showing of
said Andy Kohut, the Pew presi- the countries polled. Just 13 percent
dent, who attributed it to discontent of Americans picked the U.S.
with U.S. policy on the IsraeliThe Pew Global Attitudes Project
Palestinian conflict and to expecta- was
conducted by the Pew
tions raised by Obama's Cairo
Research Center in 22 countries
speech.
The surveys were taken before from April 7 through May 8.
Israel's deadly May 31 clash with a though the exact dates varied by
flotilla of boats trying to break the country. Interviews were mostly
blockade of Hamas-controlled conducted face-to-face, though
Gaza. which sparked widespread telephone interviews were used in
condemnation of Israel.
the U.S., Britain. France. Germany,
In the rest of the world, the U.S. Spain and Japan.
and Obama generally fare better.
Sample sizes ranged from 700
The 6 in 10 in Germany and people in Japan to 3,262
in China
Spain who view the U.S. favorably
National samples were used in all
has doubled from the lows reached
countries except China, India and
under Bush. The U.S. image is also
significantly better than it was Pakistan, where those interviewed
under Bush in Russia, China, were disproportionately urban. The
France, Argentina. South Korea and. margin of sampling error ranged
Japan. Obama is broadly supported, from plus or minus 2.5 percentage
but the percentages expressing con- points in China to 5 points in
fidence in him have ebbed in 14 Germany.

says coal disholding up the

AP Photo/The Southern ittinoisan. Stephen Ricked
SUPER CELEBRATION: Noel Neill, who played Lois Lane in the '40s
and '50s, jokes with Josh Boultinghouse, the official
superman of the Superman Celebration, during an unveiling of the Lois Lane/
Noel Neill statue, late last week, in Metropolis,

II BP CEO...
From Front
Ameneans have a right to know that
BP made these estimates, the date
these estimates were determined
and why they were not disclosed at
that time.- he said Wednesday.
In a letter to BP America
President Lamar McKay. Grassley
asked BP to explain when it calculated a worst-case scenario of
60.000 barrels a day and to provide
documents justifying the figure.
In the course of the crisis in the
Gulf. Hayward has irritated some
with comments like "I'd like my life
back.- He stnkes a far more deferential tone in remarks prepared for

the congressional hearing.
"lobe sure. neither I nor the company is perfect," he said. "But we
are unwavenng in our commitment
to fulfill all our responsibilities.- He
said the company has spent nearly.
$1.5 billion so far and won't stop
spending until the job is done.
Haya ard was to appear before the
House Energy and Commerce
Committee's subcommittee on
oversight and investigations, which
is looking into the Apnl 20 explosion that killed II workers and
unleashed a flood of oil that has yet
to be stopped. He called it "a complex accident, caused by an
unprecedented combination of fail-
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Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray • 753-8322
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Hayward. Last week, the president
said he would have fired Hayward
for comments such as when
Hayward said he wanted his life
back.
Rep. Ban Srupak D-Mich., chairman of the oversight and investigations subcommittee, and the full
committee chairman. California
Democrat Hem's Waxman. wrote
Hayward this week to expect questions on documents showing company decisions before the explosion
-that increased the risk of a blowout
to save the company time or
expense."
Ahead of the session. Stupak said
of Hayward's appearance. "I expect
him to be sliced and diced.-
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Ifs unlikely, however, that lawmakers — especially in an election
year — will adopt President Barack
Obama's more conciliatory tone
toward BP. After accusing the company a day earlier of "recklessness.Obama and top advisers met
Wednesday with BP officials.
including Hayward and board chairman Carl-Hennc Svanberg. After
the meeting. Obama announced BP
concessions to pay a $20 billion
fund. He said BP was "a strong and
viable company.- and its stock price
rebounded.
Still, in perhaps a pointed snub.
Obama on Wednesday described a
"constructive
meetingwith
Svanberg but didn't mention
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MN H. Adams
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Billionaires asked to
donate half of wealth

Glen Sutherland

Bill H. Adams, 81, Murray, died Wednesday. June 16. 2010, at
The funeral of Glen Sutherland for the family only was conduct 3:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
ed Friday. June II. with Rev. Jeffrey Carter of the Hobart
s
An Army veteran, he was the owner of Murray Presbyterian Church officiating at the Rees Funeral
Home in Hobart.
IIIM
.
, Singer Sewing Center and a member of Elm Grove Ind. Burial was in the Calumet Park Cemetery, Merrillville,
SEATTLE(AP)- Microsoft Gates ‘rho offered to speak
Ind.
Baptist Church. One brother, Grundy Dees Adams.
Expressions of sympathy' may be made to the VNA-Hospice of Corp. co-founder Bill Gates and about the effort. Four wealthy
preceded him in death.
billionaire investor Warren couples have already announced
Valparaiso or to the charity of your choice.
Born May 20, 1929, in McCracken County, he
Mr. Sutherland. 89, formerly of Hobart, Ind.. died Tuesday. June Buffett are launching a cam- their pledges, including Los
was the son of the late Nolan and Vera Jane Wicker 8, 2010. He was preceded in death by his parents.
David Sutherland paign to get other Amencan bil- Angeles philanthropists Eli and
Adams.
and Mary Jane (Byers) Sutherland Watkins and his youngest son. lionaires to give at least half Edythe Broad, Gerry and
Survivors include his wife, Peggy Boyd Adams, to whom he was James.
their wealth to charity.
Marguerite
Lenfest
of
married June 9, 1978; two daughters. Patty Darlene Stephens and
Buffett, chairman and CEO Philadelphia. John and Ann
Survivors include his wife, Ruth Julin Sutherland, to whom he
husband, William R.. Murray. and Brenda Geurin Freeman and hus- had been married for 60 years:
his children, David, Brownsburg. of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.. Doerr of Menlo Park, Calif., and
band, Greg, Eddyville; one son, William Keith Adams. and one sis- Ind., and Douglas and wife. Cheryl,
and Donna Casterline and hus- said in a letter introducing the John and Tashia Morgndge of
ter. Marion Sue Kemp. both of Murray; one stepson. Jimmy band. Steven, all of Valparaiso. Ind.:
his grandchildren, Andrew concept that he couldn't be hap- San Jose, Calif.
Copeland. Wing°, two step sisters, Teresa Van Brackle and husband. Casterline and wife. Jennifer, of Cannel,
In addition to making a donaInd., Aimee Anderson a id pier with his decision in 2006 to
Dan, and Suzanne Denacola. Tennessee: one stepbrother. Timothy husband, Phil. Conway. Ark.. Anne Casterline,
Valparaiso, Ind., and give 99 percent of his roughly tion commitment. Gates and
Adams, Arlington. Va.
Brian Sutherland, South Bend, Ind.; great-grandchildren, Nathanael. $46 billion fortune to charity.
Buffett are asking billionaires to
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Isaiah and Gabriel Anderson, Conway,
Patty Stonesifer. former CEO pledge to give wisely and learn
Ind., Grace Casterline
ments.
Online
condolences
may
he
left
at Carmel. Ind., Gavin Sutherland, South Bend, Ind.; one sister, of the Bill & Melinda Gates from their peers. They said they
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Vannetta Bullard, and husband, Homer, Murray. Ky., and niece, Foundation, told The Associated were inspired by the philanExpressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's Jackie Hill and husband, David, Almo Heights.
Press on Wednesday that Gates thropic efforts of not just other
Ky.
Association, Greater Kentucky & Southern Indiana Chapter, Kaden
He was a member of Hobart Presbyterian Church where he and Buffett have been cam- billionaires but of the people of
Tower, 6100 Dutchmans LN STE 401, Louisville, KY 40205-3284. served as deacon, trustee, elder and for 13
years as Clerk of the paigning for the past year to get all financial means and backSession. He retired from United States Steel after 37 years service. others to donate the bulk of their grounds who have given generWilliam (Harvey) Mardis
He was awarded the Order of the Arrow for his service to the Boy wealth.
ously to make the world a better
William (Harvey) Mardis. 84. Fort Myers, Fla.. died Tuesday. Scouts of America. He was for eight years president of SOAR
The friends and philanthropic place. Their philosophical foreJune 8, 2010, at 5:35 p.m. at the Hope Hospice in (Steelworker Organization of Active Retirees). He played dartball colleagues are asking people to bears are the Carnegie and
Cape Coral. Fla.
pledge to donate either during Rockefeller families, wno
and coached basketball for the church league.
He was a member of Saint Katharine Drexel in
their lifetime or at the time of donated most of their wealth
Cape Coral. Fla., and a Navy veteran of World War
their death. They estimate their back to improve society and
II serving on the USS Brill. Along with his wife, he
efforts could generate $600 bil- were the grandparents of modwas a co-owner and operated Mar-Kot Bending and
lion dollars in charitable giving. ern philanthropy. said Stacy
Engineenng in Port Huron. Mich.
In 2009, American philanthro- Palmer, editor of The Chronicle
Wayne
Leonard
Simms
He was also a member of the Knights of Columbus 4th degree
Wayne Leonard Sinuns, 75, of Murray, died June 14, 2010 at his pies received a total of about of Philanthropy.
and a member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars. Born May 4, 1926, home surrounded
$300 billion in donations,
Ted TUrner's announcement
by his loving family.
in Smithland. Ky.. he was the son of the late Herbert and Mavis C.
He was born to the late Charles and Edith Mae according to The Chronicle of 13 years ago of a $1 billion gift
Oliver Mardis.
to United Nations programs also
Simms, January 5, 1935, in Rockford, Ill. Philanthropy.
Survivors include his wife. Dolores Szyndlar Mardis. to whom he
The handful of billionaires was done in part to inspire other
Visitation was Wednesday. June 16 from 9 a.m. to
was married April 14 1951. in Detroit. Mich.; one daughter. Suzanne
have big givers, but did not have a
noon at Heritage Family Funeral Home in Murray. approached so far
Spradlin and husband. Steven; one son. Douglas Mardis; three
Funeral services followed at 1 p.m. at First United embraced the campaign, said noticeable result, Palmer said.
grandchildren. Shaun and Shane Spradlin and Bryan Mardis; five
Methodist Church. Interment will be in Oak Stonesifer, a close friend of
great-grandchildren, Jasmine. Seth. Hailey. Carly and Austin.
Brook, IL.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Wayne received a BS in Industry and
Churchill Funeral Home. Deacon Joe Ohnemus will officiate. Burial
Technology from Illinois State University in 1962
will follow in the Palestine United Methodist Church Cemetery.
and MEd from the University of Illinois in 1967.
Visitation will be Saturday from II a.m. until the funeral hour at
He married Christine Simms in 1988 and they lived
Simms
the funeral home.
together in Villa Park, Ill., before retiring to Murray
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Piarist School.
in 2005.
Highway 80, Box 870, Martin. KY 41649.
He was an industry and technology instructor and
BARRE. Vt. (AP) -- A not cats?
Online condolences may be made at wwwthejhchurchillfuneralchairman of the department at Addison Trail High clause in a city law that requires
Lauzon said Tuesday that no
home corn.
amaatio
School in Addison. Ill., from 1966 until 1983 when cats to be on leashes has sparked
one on the council intended to
he retired and started his own general contracting a hissing match among
fans of require that cats be restrained.
Mrs. Christine Brown Pogue
business.
free-roaming felines.
But on second look at the law, he
The funeral for Mrs. Christine Brown Pogue will be today
A Navy veteran of the Korean War, he was an active member of
A City Council meeting with realized that both the existing
(Thursday) at I p.m. at First Presbyterian Church with Rev. David First United Methodist Church in Murray. where
he served on the cats on the agenda drew an ordinance, adopted in 1973, and
Montgomery and Rev. Dr. Ann Marie Montgomery officiating. Church Council, the Humane Society of Calloway
County and the unusually large crowd of about the proposed rewrite ban roamBurial will follow in the Frances Cemetery' in Frances, Ky.
Antique Automobile Club of America. He was a volunteer for the 30 people Tuesday
night, includ- ing cats; the law had just never
Visitation will be at the church after II a.m. today (Thursday). American Heart Association. He loved to travel
and was an old car ing one woman who brought been enforced.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
enthusiast.
three large signs, one of which
"No owner or keeper of an
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbyterian
Wayne is survived by his three children, Lisa Simms of Jackson. said, "Arrest criminals,
not cats. animal shall allow his, theirs or
Church. 1601 Main St.. Murray, KY 42071: or Frances Presbyterian N.J., Michael Simms and his wife. Wendy,
of Elmhurst. Ill.. and Can Barre afford a jail for cats?" its animal to run
at large," the
Church. Att. Angel McDonald. 172 St. Rt. 70. Marion, KY 42064; Kimberly Kaczynski of Paducah,
Ky.; his grandson. Duncan Wayne
City officials cited com- key language says. Cat owners
or the Pogue Library, Office of Development. 106 Development Simms, born February 27, 2010;
his sisters, Valene and her husband plaints from some residents
hoping to get around the law by'
Center. Murray, KY 42071.
Bill of Rockford, Ill., and Joy Hallden of Michigan. He is also surabout a roaming cat that turned a a whisker appeared to be out of
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- vived by his mother-in-law, three sisters-in-law,
three brothers-in- neighbor's garden into a litter luck.
home.com.
law and many nieces and nephews.
box.
Animal is defined by the city
Mrs. Pogue. 95, Murray. died Tuesday. June IS. 2010, at her
In lieu of flowers, the family is requesting donations to the
Barre resident Sue Higby as "every living being, not
home. A retired art instructor and librarian, she taught in Murray, as Wayne L. Simms Renewable
Scholarship for Non-Traditional called a leash law for cats "a bad
human or plant."
well as Lexington and Washington, D.C. While in Washington, she Students at Murray State University,
c/o Office of Development. idea ... unless you want to have
When the daily newspaper
also worked for the Pentagon as librarian.
106 Development Center. Murray. KY 42071-3313.
the police department chasing serving Barre, The Times Argus.
She was a member of First Presbyterian Church, Murray, and of
cats around for a million dollars ran a story about the cat restricthe Murray Magazine Club.
an hour."
tions last week, the caterwauling
Preceding her in death were her husband. Dr. Forest Pogue. on
Cities around the country and began.
October 6. 1993. one brother, Lawrence Donoko Brown and art
at least one state have enacted or
Cats "are quite neat when it
infant sister and brother. Born June 27, 1914, in Fulton, she was the
considered cat restraint laws. In comes to personal scatological
daughter of the late Arthur Lawrence Brown and Carrie Donoko
1949, the Illinois Legislature matters," said a letter to the ediBrown.
passed "An Act to provide tor bearing the signature
Survivors include one sister-in-law. Mrs. Mary Frances Stevens,
Richmond.
WASHINGTON(AP)---- The penalties, the resolution called Protection to Insectivorous Morticai Flint, who turns out to
be a tiger cat owned by Paul and
Obama
administration
on for individual countries and Birds by Restraining Cats."
It was vetoed by then-Gov. Alison Flint. "Generally, we
Wednesday expanded U.S. sanc- blocs of nations to examine and
Ricky Lynn Johnson
The funeral for Ricky Lynn Johnson will be today (Thursday) at tions on Iran, hitting more than expand their own sanctions Adlai Stevenson, who wrote, provide valuable services to
--ro escort a cat abroad on a urban areas notably in the realm
2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Duane three dozen additional compa- regimes on Iranian individuals
leash is against the nature of the of vermin control."
Fields will officiate. Burial will follow in the Cuba Cemetery. nies and individuals with penal- and organizations.
cat," according to the New
Paul Flint attended the
ties meant to curb Iran's nuclear
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
"In the coming weeks we will
Jersey-based Cat Fanciers' Council meeting, carrying a toy
continue to increase the finanMr. Johnson. 55. Hickory, died Monday, June 14, 2010, at 6 a.m. and missile programs.
kitten in a cat carrier and
In announcing the move, cial pressure on Iran," Geithner Association.
at his home. He was former owner/operator of Johnson's Body
The agency says jurisdictions explaining, "Morticai wouldn't
Shop, Pryorsburg. He was a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church. Treasury Secretary Timothy said."We will continue to target
Preceding him in death were one sister, Vicky Lynn Johnson; and Geithner said the new U.S. Iran's support for terrorist with cat leash laws or similar get into the cage."
restrictions include Akron,
Some say the solution to cats
penalties were aimed at those organizations."
his grandparents. Earl and Willie Mae Harrison and Ad Johnson.
Ohio;
Aurora,
Colo.; wandering into trouble is keepSurvivors include his wife. Gail Johnson; one daughter, Victoria helping Iran develop its nuclear
He told a White House news
Montgomery County, Md.; Palm ing them indoors.
Johnson, Symsonia: parents. Wanda Sue and Thomas Johnson, and and missile programs and evade conference that the administraBeach County, Fla.: and New
"Scientists estimate that freetion expects other countries to
two brothers. Randy and Dennis Johnson, all of Mayfield; grand- international sanctions.
roaming cats kill hundreds of
The new penalties are the announce new penalties of their Orleans.
mother. Ruth Johnson. Murray: several nieces and nephews.
In Bane, the feline firestorm millions of birds, small mamfirst step taken by Washington to own against Iran soon.
started last week when city offi- mals, reptiles and amphibians
build on an Iran sanctions reso'This is not something the
lution passed by' the U.N. United States can do alone," he cials began reviewing animal each year," the Virginia-based
control ordinances with an eye! American Bird Conservancy.
Security Council last week. In said.
to updating them. Mayor which rams a "Cats Indoors!"
addition to imposing U.N.
Thomas Lauzon said then that a campaign, says on its website.
draft rewrite would have the "Cat predation is an added stress
effect of banning cats from to wildlife populations already
Invetrnents Since 184.pric(s a)it n
roaming.
struggling to survive habitat
Reviews were mixed among loss, pollution, pesticides, and
residents lined up Tuesday at the other human impacts."
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California man
killed in bee attack
ENCINITAS, Calif. (AP)Authorities say a 55-year-old
man went into cardiac arrest and
died after being stung more than
500 times by bees as he cleared
brush from a property in
Southern California.
The man was operating a
backhoe in Encinitas, in San
Diego County, when he was
attacked by the bees late
Wednesday morning.
Encinitas Deputy Fire Chief
Scott Henry says the man ran

about 200 yards to an outhouse
in an attempt to escape. Henry
says firefighters found the man
inside in full cardiac arrest.
Firefighters began CPR and
took the man to a hospital,
where he was pronounced dead.
It wasn't immediately clear it
the toxins from the bee stings
caused the man to go into cardiac arrest. His name and an
official cause of death have not
been released
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Fair Blue Ribbon Exhibit Barn
will be open free on Saturday

New Beginnings hears Teeters and Winchester

The Murray -Calloway County Fair Blue
Ribbon Exhibit Barn will be open free to the
public on Saturday from 8 a.m.-noon. The
exhibit barn includes all 4-H. agriculture and
family and consumer science exhibits including garden vegetables. handmade clothing,
quilts, baked goods, canned items, arts and
crafts, 4-H youth project of photography
agronomy, etc.
Additionally the Farmers Market of
Murray-Calloway County,located next to the
Jo's
Datebook barn, will be open from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. For
By Jo Burkeen more information concerning handicapped
parking, contact Ben Watkins at (270) 492Community
8112.
Editor

Murray Elementary plans open house
Murray

Elementary School will have its summer open house on
Tuesday from 7:30 a.m.-noon in the school gym. Persons are asked
to enter the side gym door during this time frame. Registration for
all students new to Murray Elementary who live in the Murray
Independent School District will be Monday and Tuesday from
10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the school office. All "In District" students who
have not enrolled for kindergarten need to attend one of these registration times. All "In District" students in grades I. 2 and 3 who
have not enrolled also need to attend one of these sessions, according to Janet S. Caldwell, principal.

Hazel Alumni event Saturday

The Hazel Alumni will hold its 63rd annual alumni banquet on
Saturday at 5 p.m. in the Hazel Family Life Center, located across
from Hazel Baptist Church. Dinner will be served by the Hazel
Woman's Club.

Phebian Class plans luncheon

Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have a
luncheon on Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at Ryan's Restaurant. In charge
of arrangements will be the group composed of Anna Ruth Harris.
leader, Mildred Newton, Gean Cherry, Melva Hatcher. Sylvia
Puckett, Anne Vinson and Norma Wallis. Martha Moore is teacher
and Norma Wallis, assistant teacher.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet Friday

The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway (The Tea Party) will have
a planning meeting and program on Friday at 1 1:30 a.m. in the back
room of Pagliai's. "Joe Gresham will give a 10-minute presentation
on the difference between small "d" democracy versus small "r"
republican form of government, - in other words, what constitutes "a
constitutional Republic," according to Dan Walker, program chairman. Planning also will continue on the Freedom Fest Parade. All
interested persons are invited.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday
from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Ky. 121 North at Ky. 299. at Stella. Featured will
be two groups, The Grants and Echoes From Calvary. The public is
invited. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS(Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Life House plans tournament
Life House Care Center will hold its seventh annual fundraising
golf tournament on Friday at the Oaks Country Club, according to
Stephanie Kelly, executive director. The registration fee will be
$200 for a four-person team or $50 for a person. Registration will be
at 6 p.m. There will be a dinner at no extra charge at 6:30 p.m. Tee
time will be at 8 p.m. or dusk, which ever comes first. Before dinner there will be a putting and chipping contest. Also the country
club is providing golf carts for the teams to use. For more information contact Life House at 753-0700 or e-mail lifehouse@murrayKy.net.

Temple Hill Lodge hosting breakfast
Temple Hill.Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
host a country breakfast on SaturcLy from 6-10 a.m, at the lodge
hall, located on Ky. Hwy. 464. east of Almo. "We will be serving
bacon, sausage, biscuits, gravy and eggs cooked to order, plus
drinks,jelly and butter," said Ronnie Burkeen, master of lodge. The
cost will be $6 for adults and kids under 8 years of age will eat free.
The public is urged to attend.

Garland-Elkins reunion planned
The Garland-Elkins reunion will be Saturday from 1-4 p.m. at the
old court house pavilion in the Murray-Calloway County Park. This
is the first pavilion one he left as entering the park.

Special Olympics event tonight
Murray/Calloway County Special Olympics will hold its family
event on Thursday at 6 p.m. Activities include fishing, lawn games,
a cook out and much more. Athletes will also be able to sign up to
participate in the upcoming golf season as well. New athletes are
welcome and encouraged to attend. For directions and more information contact Laura Miller at 293-9054.

e-mail: jo.burkeen@murrayledger.com

By Linda Wright
New Beginnings Support Group
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abuse therapist and speaker, was
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process of subthe keynote speaker for the abuse. Although the persons in stance abusers.
In the June 19
evening. Teeters has a very the stories don't have their true session, Teeters will
share how
interesting and captivating way names, the listeners feel as if growth has come
about in the
of teaching about her experi- they are actually experiencing substance abuse field and
why
ences of learning about sub- big city hospital ER events and certain things work in recovery.
stance abuse and the substance actual clinical counseling ses- Her tnp through reality and lessions.
abuser.
sons learned can be of benefit to

MCCH to offer free sports
physicals for athletes
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, in conjunction with
volunteer physicians and staff,
will hold its annual free sports
Physicals in July.
The free physicals will he held
in the Endoscopy Department,
located in the west entrance of
the hospital on July 10, 17 and
24 from 8 a.m. - noon. The
physicals are offered to all athletes at Murray High School and
Calloway County High School,
as well as. Murray and
Calloway
County
middle
schools.
Approximately 70 physician
and staff volunteers will perform the free physicals for both
school systems.
Last year, during the three

dates, 565 athletes received free
physicals, which typically cost
51(X) in a physician's office.
This service saved the athletes
and their families more than
$56.500.
"We are always happy to be
able to provide this wonderful
service to our community's athletes. We look forward to offering the free physicals again this
year," said Keena Miller, director of the Center for Health and
Wellness.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital hosts the physicals
every year for the community.
For more information about this
program, contact Melissa Ross,
health promotions coordinator,
at 762-1832.

These meetings are open to the
public. The next meeting will
be
Saturday
at Westside
Baptist Church, 207 Robertson
Road South, just off Ky. Hwy.
94 West. The potluck meal
begins at 6:30 p.m. with piano
music presented by Winchester.
Mrs. Teeters will begin her presentation at 7 p.m.
Convenient parking is in the
rear of the building. For a ride
or more information call Ron or
Linda Wright at 753-0156.

ginnouncernenis
Casey Blaine Arnold

Mr. and Mrs. Vince Arnold of Puryear. Tenn.. are the parents of
a son. Casey Blaine Arnold. born on Fnday. June 11, 2010, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 12 ounces and measured 21 inches.
A brother is Vinson Samuel (Sam)Arnold.
Maternal grandparents are Kieth Letterman and the late Katie
Counts Letterman of Murray, Ky.
Paternal grandparents are Jerry and Jennifer Arnold of Puryear.
Tenn.

Garrett Brooks Turner-Coomer

Katy Coomer and Kerry Turner-Coomer of Dexter are the parents of a son, Garrett Brooks Turner-Coomer, born on Monday. May
24, 2010. at 11:28 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 12 ounces and measured 21 inches.
Two brothers are Trevor and Gage Turner.
Grandparents are Doug and Lynda Turner of Dexter and Judy
Coonner of Evnsville, Ind.

Deans List

Sears makes dean's list

Service News

DANVILLE. Ky.-- Whitney 50 national liberal arts colleges
Sears of Murray has been and is the moat affordable colArmy Reserve Sgt. 1st Class environment.
named to the dean's list for the lege in that group. Centre is
Curtis Ward has been mobilized
Ward is a human resource spe- winter/spring term at Centre ranked by Consumers Digest as
and activated at Fort Dix. N.J.. cialist with 15 years of military College. an honor reserved for the No. 1 educational value
students who maintain at least a among U.S. liberal arts colleges.
in preparation for deployment to service.
serve in support of either
He is the son of Milton and 3.60 grade point average.
In addition, Centre leads all colSears is the daughter of David leges and universities in the perOperations Iraqi Freedom or Mattie Ward of Gordon St.,
Sears of Murray and Lori centage of alumni who give
Enduring Freedom.
Jackson, Miss.
The soldier is a member of the
The sergeant graduated in Franklin of Lenoir City, Term... annual financial support.
3rd Adjutant General Personnel 1992 from Lanier High School. She is a graduate of Murray
Center, Jackson, Miss.
Jackson, and received a bache- High School.
Founded in 1819, Centre is
The soldiers are normally acti- lor's degree in 2004 from
vated from Army Reserve or California State University, ranked by U.S. News and World
Report among the country's top
Army National Guard units Long Beach.
Our
from throughout the United
•• Registered
States They go through a serieBridal Couples:
of in-processing procedure, • •
Lauren Woolen
training classes that prc,
& Jordan Redd
GOOD ALL.DAYEVERY DAY!
them for skills and situations
16"
Large
Cheese
Pizza
Cara McCord
$7.00
they may face in their deployed
& Jason Chapman
16" Unlimited Toppings
$9.00

Ward completes training at Fort Dix

-PIZZA -SPECIALS

Volunteers
needed
PADUCAH,
Ky
HORSES.. Inc. will have a
booth set up at The McCracken
County Fair, which is held at
Carson Park in Paducah. June
21-June 26. The booth will be
set up in the "Floral Hall" building, which is the white building
that all fair-goers will enter into
the park.
Volunteers are needed to man
the booth from 5- 9 p.m. nightly. There will be newsletters
and flyers to hand out, as well
as items for sale that will benefit HORSES.. Inc. directly.
To sign up to volunteer, please
contact: Samantha(Sam) Butler
at home 270)395-7005 or at
work at(270) 395-1630 orjbutler58@hotmail.com

.ffier/inow€4
Jewelers Since 1961

Happy
Fathers Day
Father is defined
as love stable for
his children always.

12"- 3 With 3 Toppings
16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings
oine4ry
8,free
Dowell

www.finleyshouseofd sal-nom:Is com
Murray, KY - 270-761-4367

$14.00
$24.00

Stephanie Bodell
& Wes Steele
Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle

Groups - 20% Discount
Siinciay & Wednesday

Church

Adora Schweickert
& Josh Price

WE'LL HONOR ANY PIM% COUPON

sitaitdis

-

. 817 COLDWATER ROAD • 762-0441 • 762-0442• 762-0443

Sarah McNutt
& Wesley Roberts
Samantha Raher
& Tyler Buss
Alexina Charette
& Jason England
Meg Black
& Michael Belcher
Hannah Johnson
& Billy Hendon

iiingNills
,
4
user 4111140
,
40ik

Chelsea Crook
& Philip Dunn
Kayla Bazzell
& Josh Johnson
Lori Cook & Jake Wegmann

& Gifts

Laken Watkins
& Casey Dannell

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Dianne Rousseau
& Paul Corder

Remember Father's Day
• Windchimes
• Fountains

1

• Shade Trees
• Gift Cards

New Shipments

Elizabeth McGraw
& Matt Clemson

4

You may purchase online at
www.vintagerose corn

\

•Knock Out Roses •Perennials
Annual Flowers and Bedding Plants)
"ite fftacit Cei-C#ii/Varre.7 t,ea-tf"

Across From McDonalds

112 N. 12th Street -

all, since substance abuse is
such a huge problem in our society

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunday

Bridal Biqictrii
_ 8r girt%
University Square
12th Street • Murray
12'01 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5
Saturday 10-2
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
www.marrayledger.corn

hteague.mu

Cadiz to premiere Swan Song
Opening
weekend
for
"Swan Song." a new play by
Chan Chandler. is next weekend at the Cadiz Renaissance
Center in Cadiz. This is the
second consecutive year for
Twilight Theatre Productions
to feature a new play, and it
features original country

music about a boy from
Kentucky.
"Swan Song" is directed by
Charles Edward Hall and stars
Ron Lynch
with Justin
Pennington. The world premiere for the play is Friday.
June 25 at 8 p.m. The play will
also be performed June 26

Restaurant4 Catering
(2/0)762-0040
mity;a.N.
NEW MENU

July 9 and 10 at 8 p.m. A special show will he held at the
Land Between the Lakes
Planetarium on Thursday, July
15 at 7:30 p.m. and at
KenLake State Resort Park on
July 23, 24, 30 and 31 at ti
p.m.
Dinner is available be
reservation only for the Cadiz
and KenLake events only. For
more
information
visit
www.twilightcabaretproductions.org or call 436-2399.
Twilight Theatre began the
44th year of production
recently and continues its mission as a 501(03 non profit
organization bringing professional theater to Western
Kentucky. One of this missions for the Company is to
present entertainment about
Kentuckians to Kentucky and
for Kentucky.

Photo provided
ACTING UP: Pictured above is a scene from Playhouse in the Park's production of "Smoke
on the Mountain." Performances are 7 p.m. Fnday and Saturday and at 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
Performances will continue at the same times June 25-27. For tickets, visit www.playhouseinthepark.net or call 759-1752. Pictured, from left. are Bill Phillips. Brian O'Neil!, Julie Stone,
Josh Byrne, Robert Lyons, Jessica Moore and Kati Ponder.

Arts in the Region

Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorite&

• The Murray Art Guild will
display a paper applique exhibition by Jody Stokes-Casey
through June 25

Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
PO' boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
4t

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
Remodeled Game Room &

New Private Room with Big Screen
HP TV and Surround Sound!
Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsak
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,

or just a night out with friends.
Live Sand Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Jennifer Fox and The Pillowfighters

Hammerstein's
'Cinderella"
Thursdays through Sundays
through June 20 Sunday shows
are at 2 30 p.m. and the rest are
at 730 p.m. For tickets, call
• Land Between the Lakes' (270) 444-6828 or
visit
Golden Pond Planetarium con- www mhtplay com
tinues its laser shows and
Summer Nights program contin• Mayfield's Purchase Players
ues throughout the summer. For will perform "Smoke on the
reservations or more informa- Mountain Homecoming" at 7
tion, call (270) 924-2154 or look p.m. Friday and Saturday and
at a complete schedule at at 2 p.m. Sunday at the
www.lbl.org.
Community Performing Arts
Center. For tickets, call (270)
• Paducah's Market House 251-9035
Theatre presents Rodgers and

Southern Illinois University John Primer presenting a conin Carbondale is hosting several cert on the steps of Shryock
events in the upcoming days.
Auditorium. For more informaTonight, Sunset Concerts is tion,
visit
back for a 32nd season of pre- www.siucStudentCenter.org/sun
senting free concerts in set-concerts.
Caihondale. The season gets off
Starting
tonight
is
to a great start with blues artist "Unnecessary Farce" at the
McLeod Summer Playhouse.
The play runs tonight and June
19, 25 and 27. Two cops. Three
crooks. Eight doors. Go. In
adjoining cheap motel rooms, an
embezzling mayor is supposed
to meet with his female accountant, while in the room next-door,
two undercover cops wait to
catch the meeting on videotape.
Buthere's some confusion as to
who's in which room, who's
being videotaped, who's taken
the money, who's hired a hit
man, and why the accountant
keeps taking off her clothes. For

Dear Dad.
1 would like to take this opportunity to publicly honor and wish you a Happy Father's Day
You became a father 53 years ago this month
when mom gave birth to me. Two years later
my sister Tammy came along. Nine years later
came my brother Mark. But I would like to
share with you my favorite memories and what
you have meant to me.
We would go the A&W drive in, I was 8 and
Tammy was 6. You would always let me order
my favorite meal, a chili dog and root bee!
What you may or may not have known was 1
wanted to be just like you. Dad, and be able to
eat a foot long and drink a large root beer too.
Didn't take long for my wish to Lome true.
Not long after came my first ride on a HarleyDavidson "motorsickle" with Tammy in front
holding on the tank and me behind "hangin" on
fer dear life." I don't know who, out of the
three of us. was more excited or scared but I do
remember the Harley disappeared a short time
later. I think mom might have had something to
say on the subject.
As a young teen I got to spend more time in the store, we even had our own "AM Broadcast"
on Saturday morning, and we were all stars from 10 to noon every Saturday. Not many customers wanted to buy fine jewelry from a burr-headed 13 year old. but I watched you. I learned
how you communicated with people all the while, seeing how comfortable and special you
made them feel whether they bought anything or not. You taught me how important it was not
to press them if they weren't ready to buy and they would come back and buy when they were
ready. I couldn't believe it. but they always did.
Thanks, dad, throughout good times and bad, you were always there, after I dropped a pass
in a big game or caught one to help us win. "You were there."
At the age of 20 you started me in my first business. "Radio Shack." and for 8 of the 12
years, I was in business, you tried to convince me to come back to the family' jewelry business, which I did in 1989. 1 have never regretted a moment about moving to the Halls coinmunity; what a great place to raise a family. Halls has such good people. friendly. loyal, proud
and a sense of independence.
So on this Father's Day. 2010. I am saying thank you from my heart for all you taught me
and for always being there for your family You have been successful in your business for 44
years and that is the reason I have had success as well. No words can express my gratitude
Happy Father's Day, Dad.
With Love,
Your son, Bill

-Day &Om...
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tOe 4ell -Happiness
107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-F.ri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

• Comedian Tim Hawkins will
perform at 7:30 p.m. Friday,
June 18 at Paducah's Carson
Center. For tickets, visit
wwwthecarsoncenterorg or call
(270) 444-0065.
•Twilight Theatre Productions
arid Shirley reach Johnson present the world premiere of "Swan
Song," by Chan Chandler. at 8
p.m. June 23, 24. 30 and 31 at

at the Renaissance Center in
downtown Cadiz. Dinner will
start at 630 p.m. and there will
be a special show at LBL's
Golden Pond Planetarium at
7:30 p.m. July 15. The show is
directed by Charles Edward Hall
and stars Ron Lynch and Justin
Pennington. For reservations or
more information. call (270) 4362399.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hteague@murrayledgercorn

Southern Illinois University hosts programs

A Father's Day Message

+141:9911t 941h120

• 'Mitchell Chamberlain
Recent Works" will be on display
until June 20 at Janice Mason
Art Museum in Cadiz.

more
intormation, visit
Play house.SIUC.edu.
Beginning tomorrow at the
McLeod Summer Playhouse is
"The 25th Annual Putnam
County Spelling Bee," which
also runs June 20, 24 and 26. Six
young people in the throes of
puberty. overseen by grown-ups
who barely managed to escape
childhood themselves, learn that
winning isn't everything and that
losing doesn't necessarily make
you a loser. The musical is a
hilarious tale of overachievers'
angst chronicling the experience
of six adolescent outsiders vying
for the spelling championship of
a lifetime. The show's Tony
Award winning creative team
has created the unlikeliest of hit
musicals about the unlikeliest of
heroes: a quirky yet charming
cast of outsiders for whom a

spelling bee is the one place
where they can stand out and fit
in at the same time. For more
information,
visit
Playhouse.SIUC.edu.
Also tomorrow is the Romeo
and Juliet symphonic program at
the Southern Illinois Music
Festival. This stirring concert
opens with George Gershwin's
American in Paris, followed by
a Romantic Cello Concerto by
Julius Chajes, born 100 years
ago, featuring SIUC Cello
Professor, Eric Lenz. The second half of the concert includes
Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet
Fantasy Overture and the
Symphonic Dances from West
Side
Story
by
Leonard
Bernstein. The concert will be
conducted by Edward Benyas.
For more information, visit
Slfest.com.
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to the 10th Annual

ALL CLASS REUNION
Saturday, July 3rd, 2010
10:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Alumni Program at 11:30 a.m.
Reservations Required for Catered Lunch at 12:00 noon
MEETING THIS YEAR AT "NEW" MURRAY HIGH '501 DORAN ROAD
CLASS REUNIONS
The Class of 55 & 60 are having their reunion in conjunction with the All-Class Reunion.
Join them for lunch on July 3rd Other reunions planned this year? Let this activity be part it.
of
Have a mini-reunion on July 3rd or use this occasion to plan your next reunion.
Group areas and meeting rooms are available upon request
PL LACE Ei IP AND RE TURN IS SE

r

Yes, I'm looking forward to attending the All-Class Reunion,
Names of attendees
Number of people for lunch

d $9.00 per person = $

Murray Alumni Association Lifetime Membership

=

TOTAL

=$

0

(Previous Entry)

Lunch reservations are due by Jun* 26, 2010.
Make checks payab!e to 'Murray Board of Education' and mail to Roy Weatherly, Murray
Association, do Murray Independent School District, 208 South 13th Street. Murray, KY Alumni
42071.
--------------------------------------------------

------------------
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, IN Senator presses State
for details on Iraq security
WATI

9
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By RICHARD LARDNER

‘SASHINGION
-• A
Democratic senator is demanding that the State Department
tell Congress what role contractors will play in a combat-ready
force planned to protect diplomats in Iraq after American military forces leave.
The Associated Press reported
Monday that the department has
asked the Pentagon for Black
Hawk helicopters. bomb-resistant vehicles and other heavy
gear to outfit its own protection
force in Iraq.
Without the equipment. the
department says it won't be able
to safeguard its diplomatic staff
when U.S. troops depart in
December 2011. Contractors
will be required to help maintain
the gear. according to the
department's plans, outlined in
documents sent to the Pentagon
in early April.
Sen. Claire McCaskill. D-Mo.,
wants to know whether the pnvate sector will be doing more
than upkeep. In a letter sent
Wednesday to Patrick Kennedy,
the State Department's undersecretary for management,

OAK"
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger 8. T •,•, MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR: The Murray-Calloway
County Fair continues this
week at the M-CC Fairgrounds. Families can enjoy rides, food.
entertainment and more. It only
took Adam Lamkin a few warm-up pitches before nailing the
target and sending "Bobo" into
the water at the fair's dunk tank. After emerging from the drink
and continuing to taunt fairgoers. Bobo found himself splashing right back into the tank after Lamkin
hit the bullseye a second time.

McCask.ill asks whether contractors will he at the controls of
the aircraft and vehicles.
She also asks what measures
the department will put in place
to ensure that the gear. worth
hundreds of millions of dollar'..
is not misused by hired hands.
McCaskill chairs the Senate's
contracting oversight subcommittee. She has been a harsh
critic of the federal government's reliance on companies
such as f3lackwater Worldwide
and KBR Inc. for support work
in war zones.
In the letter, she also asks
Kennedy if any individuals or
companies outside the department contacted State officials
about the need for combat
equipment.
McCaskill says the answers
should be delivered to her subcommittee by July I.
The State Department wants
24 of the Army's Black Hawk
helicopters. 50 bomb-resistant
vehicles, heavy cargo trucks,
fuel trailers and high-tech surveillance systems. according to
the documents. The State and
Defense departments are still
discussing the request.

Brian
Heath.
a
State
Department spokesman. said
Kennedy had received the senator's letter and was preparing a
response.
The military gear sought by
the State Department would be
controlled by the Bureau of
Diplomatic Security. During the
Bush administration, the bureau
came under fire from McCaskill
and other members of Congress
for its management of pnv ate
security firms used in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
Another State Department
spokesman. P.J. Crowley. told
reporters Tuesday that the
request for the equipment
reflects the fact that there is still
an active insurgency in Iraq. But
he denied that it implies the
Iraqi army and police, which the
U.S. has spent billions of dollars
training and equipping, are incapable.
"It is still a lethal force that
continues to attack the Iraqi
government and that potentially
affects governments like the
United States that are providing
direct support,- Crowley said.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

JOIN US FOR FATHER'S DAY
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat., Sun. thru Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

New claims for jobless
benefits rise sharply
By ALAN ZIBEL
AP Business Writer
WASHINGTON tAP) — The
number of people tiling new.
claims for jobless benefits
jumped unexpectedly last week
after three straight declines.
another sign that hiring remains
weak.
Initial claims for jobless benefits rose by 12.000 to a seasonally adjusted 472.000. the Labor
Department said Thursday. It
was the highest level in a
month.
First-time claims have hov ered near 450.000 since the
beginning of the year after
falling steadily in the second
half of 2(09. That has raised
concerns that hiring is lackluster
and could slow the recovery.
Economists say they will feel
more optimistic that the economy is creating jobs once initial
claims fall below 425.000 per
week.
The four-week average tor

unemploy ment claims. which
smooths volatility, dipped
slightly to 463,500. That's down
by 3.750 from the start of
January.
The number of people continunit! to claim benefits rose by
88.000 to 4.57 million. That
doesn't include about 5.2 million people who receive extended benefits paid for by the federal government.
Congress has added 73 weeks
of extra benefits on top of the 26
weeks typically provided by
states. All told. about 9.7 million people received unemployment insurance in the week ending May 29. the most recent
data available.
The extended benefit program
expired this month. Congress is
debating whether to continue it
through the end of November.
Adding to worries about the
job
market.
the
Labor
Department said earlier this
month that the economy gener-

Closed Mondays
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-549C

ated only 41.000
,
johs in May. That w i.
front 21g,0110 in April.
Temporary. hiring by the
Census Bureau added another
411.01M) jobs. The unemploy ment rate fell to 9.7 percent
from 9.9 percent.

TimeCutter Z

starting at '2799

(
HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?

• 3-in-i cutting system
• 4" deep cutting deck - 42"
or so" wide
• Automatic braking system
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea. call
the Ledger & Times
News Department today!
753-1916. On.26

I,EuGun Ti‘ws

Residential Tractors

eflaMe
Performance

starting ,tt 1699
• is' to 18" turning radius to
maneuver with ease
• Choose!WM 42" l0 50"
Cutting decks
• Deck washout port (select
models)
• Powerful Kohler engines

1.

noon

RAN ROAD
union
part of it

ivious Entry)

''BANQUET'CENTER

Catering Groups.OfAll Sizes
On Site or OffSite
-

ay Alumni
V42071.

:ELLENCE

LLC

For.More Information
270-761-6800
270-227-2606

murraybanqueicentencom

'Installment loan offei sublect to credit approval and dealer partitipation
2010 on qualified new Toro Equipment purchased in the U S No down through luly 31.
payment required
Promotion fee of 125 will be add to purchase balance See
participat
details on this and other available financing options. —24 equal monthlying dealer for complete
payments of 4 17% of
amount financed based on 0% APR. ••*60 equal monthly payments of I 844ti
of amount
financed bawd on 3 9% APR.

MURRAY HOME 61 AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY, KY
270-753-2571
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Matt Kelleher attended the
2000 Hugh O'Brian Youth Leadership Seminar held June 9-11

at the University of Louisville.
He is the son of Eric and Treva
Kelleher of Murray.
Local teacher Sharon Arant
of Murray will be honored at
Murray State University June 29
as one of three Kentucky Outstanding Teacher Award winners.
Ann Darnell and Grace Parker presented a main lesson on
"Soup and Salads" at the June
meeting of the Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Murray State University Tennis Coach
Bennie Purcell looking over his
students during an early morning workout at his summer tennis camp this week. The photograph was by Staff Photographer Todd 0. Ross.
Jan Pooley, Dan Anderson,
Dick Weaver. Kevin Mack.
Jeanne Fleming and David Travis
are new members of the Murray Rotary Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers.
May 12: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Adams, May 26; a boy
Tammy and Ronald Tyler. a girl
to Maria and David Debes. a
boy to Catherine and William
Henson and a girl to LeAnne
and David Jones. June 15.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Martha Erwin, chairman
of the department of nursing at
Murray State University. has been
appointed to a three-year term

on the board of directors of
Western Kentucky Health Education consortium.
Published is a picture of Don
A. Jones with his bass, weighing five pounds 11 ounces. to
take big bass honors in Operation Bass Tournament at Sports-

man Marina. The photo was
taken by Staff Photographer Mary

Barrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Jennings
were married 47 years June 20.

Forty years ago
Sammy Adams, Joe Poole and
Barry Stokes. all of Murray High
School. are participatirtz in the
Kentucky Youth Seminar at the
University of Kentucky. Robert
Newcomb, teacher of business
organization and management at
MHS. accompanied the grotto.
Births reported include a *I
to Mr. and Mrs. William Henson and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnie C. Vaughter. June 17; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie R.
Geufin. June 18.
Fifty years ago
Published is a picture of 011ie
Brown, who is retiring after 36
years as manager of the Murray office of Southern Bell Telephone Company, being presented a diamond studded pin by
C. Hunter Green, vice president
and general manager of Southern Bell.
Brown C. Tucker. director of
the Easter Seal Drive for Crippled Children in Calloway County, said a total of $800 has been
collected.
Mrs. Donnie Foust and Mrs.
Eugene Russell are teachers of
the kindergarten, sponsored by
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Ben Grogran of the Sigma Department
said several places are available
for students.
Sixty years ago
Little damage has been reported this morning from the wind
and rain storm yesterday and
last night. The roof of the Moss
Dodd home, northeast of Murray. was blown off. Several trees
in the Hardin area were blown
down.
Attending the International
Rotary Convention in Detriot,
Mich. are Ray Brownfield and
Guy Billington. Also accompanying Billington were his wife
and children.

COMICS / FEATURES
Jealousy is justified when
wife drinks with the boys
DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I disagreed with your advice
to the woman whose husband
was upset about his wife going
out for drinks with her male
co-workers. ("Pulled in Two
in Pennsylvania." April 2). We
have been happily married for
many years.
and neither
she nor I
comfeel
fortable with
female
a
employee
for
going
drinks with
mostly
Dear Abby males.
Drinking
can lower
By Abigail
inhibitions.
Van Buren
Many office
affairs begin in similar situations. In addition, no one should
be driving home after two or
more drinks. Office parties or
get-togethers should not be
held at bars. Employers can
be held responsible for a multitude of things that can happen after these socials.
That woman's husband tnay
be too protective or controlling. but he is not out of line
to be upset about the situation. -- BOB IN LEWISVILLE,
TEXAS
DEAR BOB: Thank you
for your comments. I told
"Pulled in Two" that her husband appears to be insecure
and can change only if he's
willing to own up to it. However. many readers felt differently -- distinctly differently.
Read on:
DEAR ABB1': As someone
with a "jealous" husband, I
beg to differ. There is a positive definition of jealousy --

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 17,
the 168th day of 2010. There are
197 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 17, 1775, the Revolutionary War Battle of Bunker
Hill took place near Boston. The
battle (which actually occurred on
Breed's Hill) was a costly :ictory for the British, who suffered
heavy losses while dislodging the
rebels.
On this date:

ty arrived in New York Harbor
aboard the French ship Isere lee-

In 1885, the Statue of Liber-

In 1940. France asked Ger-

ILJ

EAt3Y

SEHR').
In 1928, Amelia Earhan
embarked on a trans-Atlantic flight
from Newfoundland to Wales with
pilots Wilmer Stultz and Louis Gordon. becoming the first woman
to make the trip as a passenger.
In 1930. President Herbert
Hoover signed the Smoot-Hawley.
Tariff Act, which boosted U.S.
tariffs to historically high levels.
prompting foreign retaliation.

many for terms of surrender in
World War 11.
In 1944, the republic of Iceland was established.
In :961, Soviet ballet dancer
Rudolf Nureyev defected to the
West while his troupe was in
Paris.
In 1971, the United States and
Japan signed a treaty under which
Okinawa would revert from American to Japanese control the following year, with the U.S. allowed
to maintain military bases there.
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THEY • YES' THE .
A
HAVEN'T
WOE'S AUNT
;MALY
FEW? SOPHIA ATTF-NDS, 5sPOe
MY MOTHER'S ./ FOR 25
ENTIRE SCE OF 1, YEARS('
\
THE ;MALY
geYZ_QT WONT

NOW IF CRAZY UNCLE IGGY COMES
SOPHIA WILL SE A NO-SNOW SO
ADD SACK MY MOTHER'S SCE SUT
503"12ACT MY SISTER'S FAMILY,
WHO CAN'T STAND JNCLE IGGY
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Is surgery always
appropriate for bunions?

rightly guarding what belongs
yet another means of accommodaDEAR DR. GOTT: I have had a
to a person. This man may be
bunion on my right foot for a long tion, however, if you live in a cold
guarding the relationship he
time It is very painful. My foot climate, this couli certainly present
has with his wife. He may
doctor has cut the side of my shoe its own set of difficulties during the
sense some danger from her
off so the bunion can extend out. winter.
"friendly" and "happily marWhen conservative measures fail
This is the only pair of shoes I can
ried" co-workers that she doesto be effective. surgery might be
weal.
n't see. Although they have been
I may have appropriate. A podiatrist has several
married 16 years. it seems his
to have sur- options. depending on the seventy
but of the deformity. In some instances,
jealousy arose only after she
gery.
some of my a patient will be able to walk as
took this job.
friends have soon as the procedure is completed.
I speak from experience as
told me the In other cases, it may take two
someone who didn't realize I
bunion will months or longer before complete
had boundary issues with men.
probably recovery occurs. Recurrence occurs
I thought I was just being
back. post-surgery if a patient continues
grow
friendly, but my husband helped
Do you know to wear ill-fitting shoes. Thus.
me understand where to draw
any oint- appropriate footwear is vital. This
the line. In doing so. I have
Dr. Gott of
may be what your friends refer ta
ment that I
seen how much he values our
can put on it? when they indicate a bunion can
relationship and wants to proBy
Or what else grow back.
tect it.
Dr. Peter Gott
I recommend you make another
would
you
I am a college graduate and
with your podiatrist to
appointment
do?
I
suggi:st
have worked in my profession
DEAR READER: A bunion is a determine what might be best for
more than 25 years. I'm not
bony protrusion on the joint at the you, based on your age and possible
a throwback to the days of
base of either big toe. There are a medical conditions. Get all your
male domination. I appreciate
number of reasons for them to questions answered before making
my husbands concern and wisfomi. the most common of which any decision to undergo even the
dom.
are poorly fining shoes, congenital simplest surgical procedure. If
"Pulled" needs to find a
deformities, foot injury and arthri- questions :till remain, request a
way to put her marriage ahead
tis. Symptoms include the obvious referral to another podiatrist for a
coher
with
fun
of having
bulge of the bunion, intermittent or second opinion. Until a firm deciworkers. Jobs come and go; a
constant pain when wearing sion can be made. consider using
great marriage can last a lifefootwear, swelling and skin thick- bunion pads, icing the area a couple
time. -- JO ANN IN GEORof time' each day and using ibuproening at the base of the great toe
GIA
The toenails may grow into the fen or acetaminophen.
DEAR ABBY: Every comTo provide related information.
sides of the nail bed, and some
pany I have ever worked for
bones may bend permanently at the ant sending you a copy of my
invited employee spouses to
Health Report "An Informed
joint.
attend almost all after-work
Approach to Surgery." Other readTreatment commonly begins with
social events. Only rarely, once
a conservative approach. such as ers who would like a copy should
or twice a year, may they have
wearing shoe inserts, using appro- send a self-addressed stamped No.
had an employee-only funcpriate padding, taking over-the- 10 envelope and a $2 check or
tion. I suspect "Pulled in Two"
money order to Newsletter, PO.
counter pain relievers and wearing
enjoys the extra attention she
better-fitting shoes. As your physi- Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092is getting front her male cocian apparently pointed out and 0167. Be sure to mention the title or
print an order form off my website
workers. Otherwise. I bet she
took measures to correct, cutting
could invite her husband. -the shoe at the site of the bunion is at www.AskOrGottMD.com.
BEEN THERE IN AZTEC,
N.M.
DEAR ABBY: It does seem
that the husband is insecure,
but there may be another explaspades and West showed out. Burin
South dealer.
nation. Some of the most jealcontinued with a spade to the ace.
North-South vulnerable.
ous spouses I have witnessed
finessed the ten and then extraeno:
NORTH
Last's last trump with the queen.
were the ones who caroused
•A 8 75
At this point, the 10-8-3 of di.'
•6
the most. Obviously, since they
monds appeared to be of little eons,
•A K Q 7 4 2
cannot be trusted, they projquence, since they were destined to
+9 5
ect that unwarranted lack of
go or, dummy's A-K-Q. But Butili,
EAST
WEST
anticipating danger ahead, made the
41(.1 96 2
trust onto their mate. -- ILENE
•
Q 94 3
K 10 8 7 5 2 precautionary move of leading the
IN CORPUS CHRISTI
toward dummy.
ten
•J 9 6 5
•—
DEAR ABBY: Any time
Nest followed low, and Built!,
+103
•Q 8 6 2
social drinking is a part of a
having no reason to expect Last to
SOUTH
show out, went up with the queen.
"work" event, the opportunity
•K Q 1043
This did not prove fatal. however,
•A
for inappropriate behavior presbecause he was able to return to his
•10 83
ents itself. Many marriages
hand with a club to lead the eight of
• K 74
of
because
ruined
been
have
diamonds through West.
The bidding:
West covered with the nine,taken
East
a "mistake" or "I didn't mean
North
West
South
with the king, but was helpless when
Pass
3•
Pass
1•
it to happen -- it was the alconext crossed to his hand with a
Bulill
Pass
•
4
Pass
4
hol."
club and led the three of diamonds
Pass
5•
Pass
4 NI
If "Pulled" wants to go out
toward the A-7-4-2. trapping the jack
Pass
6•
Pass
5 NT
and thus making the grand slam.
drinking with male associates
7*
Observe that South would have
Opening lead -- three of hearts.
rather than go home to her
gone down had he made the mistake
unimseemingly
are
that
(7ards
husband, she is taking the road
portant insofar as making the con- of leading the diamond three initially
that leads away from a strong
tract is concerned arc often played instead of the ten. Aller West folcrossthat
marriage. I faced
indiscriminately, hut there are hands lowed low and declarer put up the
where very careful handling of such queen, there would have been no
road many times throughout
waytorecovm
cards is required.
my life and have never once
West would have covered ilk
Consider this deal played by
regretted telling the ladies I
Rafael Butill. well-known Spanish next diamond lead of thy ten with die
result
The
them.
join
couldn't
expert. There seemed to be nothing jack, but later would not have coy to the play when he took West's heart ered the eight with the nine, thereby
has been 30 years of wedded
lead with the ace, hut a complication preventing declarer from running the
bliss with no "mistakes." -aiose when he cashed the king of suit.
JOHN IN THE SUNSHINE
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
STATE

Contract Bridge

way

ing
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But
clos
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and
tion.
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sugt:

get
7.0.4
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47 May birthstones
49 Obstacle
50 Fuse word
51 Muzzle
52 Writer — Seton
53 King. in France
54 Did Easter eggs
55 Must have

ACROSS
Omigosh!
5 High-school
dance
9 '— Rheingold"
12 Kvetch
13 Patrick's
domain
14 Diving bird
15 Brusque
16 Without a hitch
18 Sidewise
20 Rugged country
21 Sequel's sequel
22 Firm up
23 Crush
26 Improved the
highway
30 Explosive letters
31 L-o-n-g time
32 Friend of Henr:
33 Chatty feline
36 Suggestions
38 Notable decade
39 Dernier —
40 Hindu ascetic
43 Spa offering
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1 Swimming-pool
loc.
2 Debt memos
3 Gear position
4 Involve
5 "Goodfellas"
Oscar winner
6 Icy crystals
7 Pizarro's quest
8 Yowled
9 Wonka's creator
10 New Year's Eve
word
11 The—the limit!
17 Linoleum
square
19 Zero
5

4
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About a month after He said Andy
Andy and Olaf left, and Olaf never
arrived.
I received a note
from Spike

The

Crosswords
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35 Chore
36 DC tax people
37 Sentra maker
39 Looked the
joint over
40 Timidity
41 Munitions
42 Pierre's army
hat
43 Consumer
gds.
44 Author — Rice
45 Motown's
Marvin —
46 By Jove!
48 Myrna of
"Libeled Lady"
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
The famous No. 18 hole at Pebble Beach Golf Course in Northern California The finishing hole at this year's U.S. Open measures 583 yards and is a par-5.

PEBBLE'S VIEW
Is PRICELESS
THE FOLL WING ARTICLES CHRONICLE A TRJP TO PEBBLE BEACH
GOLF(COURSE MADE DURING MURRAY MATE'S RUN IN THE
N M TOURNAMENT IN SAN JOSE IN LATE MARCH.
By MICHAEL DANN
change to blow. I could see more 01
It comes on you like a crashing the spectacle better known as Pebble
Beach.
wave.
And that's a good thing, considerTo be honest, it's more like $495
ing the Pacific Ocean is just a mere (who's counting at that point), not
including caddy fees, but then again,
50 yards away.
It's a sight many of us see only in Pebble Beach isn't your typical pubbooks, television and video games. lic links course either.
Thanks to a game-winning shot
But for this set of eyes, the view up
close doesn't even do the term "a by Danero Thomas. lifting Murray
State over Vanderbilt in the NCAA
thing of beauty"justice.
It stalls with a "17-mile drive" Tournament, my stay in San Jose
and once you arrive at your destina- was extended by a few days.
Thanks to previously booked
tion, the feeling that overcomes you
makes even the most laid-back per- flights. I had some time on my hands
sonality turn into a five-year-old on a after Saturday's loss to Butler to see
some of what California had to offer.
sugar rush.
I had a choice — drive an hour
The sad part of all this is you only
get to see about 2(X) yards of the north to Pebble Beach or an hour
south to San Fransisco. Yeah, tough
7,040-yard of hallowed ground.
Although. if I had about $500 and decision!

So Sunday came and I, along with
Jeff Bidwell and Greg Miller from
WPSD Newschannel 6 Sports,
loaded up the rental ride and made
our trek to one of the grandest stages
on the PGA Tour, one that just happens to be the site of this week's U.S.
Open.
This week's issue of "The
Fringe" is all about that trip to
Pebble Beach. with separate
columns from myself, Bidwell and
Miller, describing three different
views from one exact spot — the
18th green.
Unless you pay for a round of
golf, the best you get is No. 18, but
don't kid yourself. There's a reason
for the saying, *save the best for
last.'
U See PEBBLE,3B

have covered the
ad of the ten with the
vould not have costth the nine, thereby
Irer from running the

photo by GREG MILLER
I wasted little time 'getting to work' and capturing the pure
essence and beauty that is Pebble Beach.

Cross one offthe bucket list
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A special edition commemorating
this week's MS. Open from a trip
to the northern California golf
course in late March.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Most golf courses have water. Pebble Beach has the Pacific Ocean
that guards the left side of No. 18

By GREG MILLER
Over the course of nty career land 1 use that term
ery loosely) I've had opportunities that most average
sports fans, or for that matter, most average men don't
er get to experience. I've been to two Super Bowls, a
World Series, countless NASCAR races, college bowl
games and a number of college and high school championships. I was in Baltimore in 1999 when the Cuban
National baseball team made a rare appearance on
American soil to play the Orioles in an exhibition. I've
seen a lot of things thanks to my job. But my visit to
Pebble Beach back in March is certainly towards the
top of that list.
It was a "bucket list" event for me. The only thing
missing was an actual golf event going on at the time.
The sight alone was breathtaking. I've been to a lot of
golf courses, but this was more. A lot of golf courses
have water. Pebble Beach has the ocean. A lot of golf
courses have sand. Pebble Beach has, well, the beach.
It was truly spectacular.
While we only really got to see the 18th hole, it still
had me sold. Seeing it on TV or a video game does it

no justice. To stand out near the 18th green and hear
the waves crashing on the shore. seeing cliffs that fall
off into the California coast is something not many golf
courses can provide.
And honestly, it's a lot smaller than I'd anticipated.
At least the 18th hole was. I don't know if that makes
sense, but seeing the 18th fairway and green in comparison to other golf courses I had been to or played, it
really seemed smallish. Which only means it's that
much tougher. 'm guessing that fairway is only about
35 yards wide in spots? Not the easiest mark to hit off
the tee. And the green was small and well protected by
bunkers and, oh yeah, the ocean.
What it must be like to play that course. I can only
imagine. And most likely that is as close as I'll ever get
to playing it — by imagining. While it's a public
course, it costs $495 plus can and caddy fees. A little
out of this guys price range.
So I just settled for a few pictures and an ice cold $6
beer overlooking the 18th hole. Not a bad way to spend
a day stranded in Northern California.
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One word to describe Pebble, Wow'
By JEFF 131DWEll
rob was in
My H,1 I
Augusta. Ga., which meant for
four glorious years, 1 got to
cover the Masters.
I even got to play the
Augusta National twice. My
best score was a 118, which is
another mot), for another time.
After seeing Amen Corner,
the Par 3 16th and the azaleas, I
didn't think it was possible to
see a better picture in the world
of golf.
Then we went to Pebble
Beach.
Thanks to Murray State beating Vanderbilt and an inability
to get a flight out of San Jose.
Michael, Greg and I made the
trip north to check it out. We
really had no idea what we were

gcrtrinto, other than we'd
heard we'd be able to look at the
18th green.
I figured it would be a good
time-killer, and it was worth the
drive. That was the understatement of the month.
Just walking onto the
grounds. you could tell this wasn't your ordinary public golf
course. They actually had attendants opening the doors for you
to the clubhouse. We quickly
walked through and were told
we could walk down to the 18th
green and do whatever we wanted, so long as we didn't disturb
the golfers.
Giddy up.
When we walked out the
back of the clubhouse, it was
sensory overload. The grass

couldn't have been greener. The
sky couldn't have been bluer.
Did I mention the ocean wasjust
a stone's throw to the right?
Ridiculous. No matter how
many times I'd seen this hole on
TV. nothing could have prepared me for how amazing it
was in pixson. I remember all
three of us looking at each other,
saying "Wow" over and over.
Then it was time to turn into
little kids. Or dopes, depending
on your perspective.
Michael and Greg climbed
down the rocks onto the beach,
where they started looking for
lost golf balls. We took about a
thousand ridiculous pictures that
will hopefully never see the
light of day.
I went into the pm shop and

kissed the US Open trophy. We
grabbed our weight in pencils
and scorecards. Greg was a oneman gallery clapping for a guy
who made a nice sand save on
18. Thank goodness my wife
wasn't with us to shake her head
at us.
The best part of the day was
when I called my Dad. Since I
first started in TV, every time I
go to some cool event, I call him
and thank him for paying for
college. He always laughs when
I say it, but I'm pretty sure he
still enjoys those calls.
I've called him from the
World Series, the Masters, the
Daytona 5(X). Cameron Indoor
Stadium. and now Pebble
Beach.
III See OPEN,3B

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Tires
Jeff Biawell puckers up to the championship trophy
handed out to this weekend's winner of the U.S
Open at Pebble Beach. The trip to one of Americas
best public goif courses did not disappoint.
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LOCAL HOOPS

Pay it
forward
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger &
Times

Andrew Duncan (left)
attempts to knock the
ball away from Luke
Johnson while maintaining his own dribble during the Calloway County
Laker basketball camp
Wednesday at Jeffrey
Gymnasium. The game
was a dribbling drill in
which campers tried to
knock their opponents'
ball out of a circle of
cones while keeping
their own dribble.

Let's Go Camping
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Jeremy lwaszkowiec takes campers through
warmup drills prior to the start of the MSU
goalscoring and goalkeepina camp Wednesday.

Sur
When
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HOIA.OWAY TEANIINI
1)1' WITH FORNIF
WKU STAR ROGERS
IN EFFORT 110 GIVE
RACK TO AREA
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Two of the most recognizable
faces in the west Kentucky area
in the past five years are looking
to give a little something back
for what has been given to them.
Tyler Holloway, former
Murray State great, who helped
the Racers to an Ohio Valley
Conference crown as a freshman
in 2006, along with Lyon
County native Ty Rogers, whose
game winning shot against
Drake in the NCAA Tournament
earned Western Kentucky an
ESPY, are teaming together to
do what they do best.
Teach shooting.
Beginning in July. Holloway
and Rogers are teaming up for
the first annual Sharpshooters
Academy, a two-day event,
which will be held at Calloway
County High School and will be
broken up into three sessions.
Age groups and sessions
range from 7-to-10-year-olds,
along with I I -to-I4-year-olds
and I 5-to-I8-year-olds.
Holloway and Rogers will
have instruction and a skills
contest and also teach fundamental shooting. For some of
the older kids, the two will put
them through some of the exact
workout sessions they were
involved in during their college
days.
"I had the high school camps
and whatnot growing up,"
Holloway said. "But I never had
this kind of camp to go to. But
now, with two successful guys at
the collegiate level teaching
shooting and what goes into a
college workout, I really feel
like this is one way for me to
give back to Murray."
Rogers was successful in a
similar event he held last year in
Bowling Green with former
teammate Anthony Winchester.
This summer, Rogers reached
out to Holloway to see what his
interest was.
"I've always wanted to be
involved or do something like
this," Holloway said. "I realize
at this point, it's starting out
small, hut it's something we're
hoping really takes off."
Holloway's hopes and aspirations are that the Sharpshooters
Academy becomes so popular
that the two can barnstorm
across the state, not just promoting their camp, but the schools
they still represent.
"I'll always be a Racer and
that's why for this first time, it
was really important for me to
have this one home," he said. "I
still call Murray home and am
glad it can be at Calloway.
County High School."
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Coming Up
Sharpshooters Academy
Wnen. Jul, 10 11
Where: Calloway County High School
Ages: 7-18
Sessions: 7-10-year-olds(9 a m to
12 30 p m July 10), 11-14-year-olds
f2105 30 pm July 10), 15-18-yearolds (2 to 5 30 p m , July 11)
Internet: Visit sharpshootersacaderny corn for more infomotion including
a flyer and registration information on
the camp
E-mail: Those interested can e-mail
Tyler Holloway at
tholloway4Ct()mail corn

MICHAEL DANN & TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

(Above) Hannah Dodd, 10. of Murray moves this ball past Katie Owen, 13, of Paris,
Tenn., during Wednesday night's Murray State University soccer goalscoring and
goakeeping camp put on by head coach Beth Acreman. Around 25 kids are taking
part in the weeklong camp.(Right) Kyle Crady shoots during a game of knockout at
the Calloway County Laker basketball camp Wednesday. Looking on, with arms folded. is Austin Collie.

Customer Appreciation Day I
June 21st
9am - 3pm
hot dogs, drinks
20# grill bottles
one filled free
special summerfill prices
special new customer fills
Calloway County Propane Gas
3040 State Route 94 East
Murray. Kentucky
753-7485 or toll free 1-888-272-0559

NFL

Mum is the word
JOHNSON HAS NO COMMENT ON CONTRACT STATUS
2010. Johnson lives in Orlando,
By TERESA M. WALKER
and the camp is his first visit to
AP Sports Writer
FRANKLIN. Tenn. (API — Tennessee since the season ended
Chris Johnson has returned to with him becoming only the sixth
Tennessee for football, just not person in NFL history to run for
with the Titans. The running back at least 2,000 yards.
"We are out here just to talk
coming off a historic season still
wants a pay raise and isn't happy about the camp today. No contract talks or anything like that,"
with his contract status.
He just wouldn't comment Johnson told reporters.
Johnson is expressing his frusabout it Wednesday.
The Associated Press' 2009 trations on Twitter. He tweeted
NFL Offensive Player of the Year Tuesday that he had talked to his
held his second annual camp for agent and it wasn't "good news."
children Wednesday and refused Asked about those tweets
to comment when asked about a Wednesday, Johnson repeated,
contract paying him $550,000 for "No contract talks."

The two-time Pro Bowler said
early this offseason he wants to
be the highest-paid offensive
player in the NFL,a bold goal for
a running back. The Titans maintain Johnson remains under contract for three more seasons
thanks to the five-year, $12 million deal he signed after being
drafted 24th overall out of East
Carolina.
His agent, Joel Segal, declined
to comment at Johnson's camp.
Segal updated Johnson Tuesday
in a phone call on the apparent
lack of progress in talks with the
Titans, according to the running
back's tweets.
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This Weekend
•rhere

SECCIPArlif Elamp Argo.

-3rort--3h00

Mid-America
Summer Hoops Classic

,Sprinsored By:

The Insurance Center of Murray

(al Events

Admission' $5 11.1s
Schedule of local interest
Friday
rilioway girls vs Heath
930
%I....ray boys as Lebanon (1111
930
r.1,aray boys as Egyptian WI
i 10 20
•illoway girls vs Pad Tilghman noon
1.1array girls vs Graves Co
noon
inay boys as Vienna (Ill.)
1 40
_alloway girls vs Graves Co
230
(.alloway boys vs South Oklham 5 50
Calloway boys vs Massac (IN! 640
Muria./ boys vs Cave City (Ark ) 640
Murray girls vs Carlisle Co
7 30
Murray girls vs Westview (Tenn )9 10
Calloway boys vs Gibson (Tenn.) 10 00
Saturday
Calloway girls vs Livingston
8:30
lurray boys vs Edwardsville (IN )9 20
Murray girls vs. Pad Tilghman 920
Calloway girls vs Carlisle Co. 10 10
Calloway boys vs Cairo
)
11 00
Murray boys vs Onion (Tenn) 11 50
Murray girls vs Chnstian Co
30
Calloway gins vs Westview (Tenn )220
Calloway boys as Edwardsvile 011 3 10
Calloway boys vs M.L Collins
5.40
Murray boys vs Bradford (Term) 5 40
Calloway boys vs UHA
720
Sunday
Murray girls vs Gibson (Tenn ) 9 00
'Local schools are also represented
with iumor varsity freshman and middle
school squads The full schedule is
available at www midamencasummer
noopsclassic corn Sunday afternoon a
tournament will be hekt to crown a
• hainpkxi in each nigh school division

Busiiiess•Mune•Car•Health•Life
-lour nun-, than one company agcncv."'

From Page 1B
Michael took a

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CO1
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New Ycyi.
41 24 631
Tampa Bay
41 24 631
Busk.
39 28 582
3
Toronto
6
36 31 537
Baltimore
18 48 273 23 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Mnrria'ota
38 27 585
DetroN
36 29 547 21i2
Chicauo
30 34 469 71(2
Kansas City
28 38 424 10 11
Cleveland
25 39 391 12 1.2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
37 28 569
Los Angeles
37 32 536
2
Oakland
33 34 493
5
Seattle
25 41 379 12 1/2

After four months of sports training, the Murray/Calloway County Special
Olympics delegation recently traveled to Richmond for the State Summer Games
Over 1,100 athletes from across the state participated in the weekend competition. Murray/Calloway athletes competed in the track and field portion of the
games. Front row, from left: Charlie Ballard, Tori Cobb, Jonathan Lynn, Chris
Thomas, Allison Salazar. Back row: Delbert Hurley, Crystal Estes, Hannah
Babcock, Gary Thompson. Steve Rogers, William Winchester. Not Pictured: Tyler
Jones and coaches Chuck Williams, Abby Sykes and Laura Miller.

Greifenkamp earns top three kicking spot
picture of me

sitting on the rocks looking out at
the ocean talking to my Dad. He's
getting it for Father's Day. 1 admit
it ... I'm cheap.
We closed our trip with a drink
on the balcony of the clubhouse
looking out at the scene. You may
not want to drop the $500 or so it
would cost to play a round of golf
there. But trust me, add the 18th
hole to your bucket list. You won't
be disappointed.

Staff Report
The Ray Guy/ProKicker.com Kicking
Academy has recently announced that Carson
Greifenkamp of Murray High School has been
named to its Top 3 Punter and Kicker
Rankings for this year's Bowling Green
camp.
Greifenkamp was one of thousands of high
school athletes that attended the Ray
Guy/ProKicker.com Kicking Academy, which
is held annually in over 50 cities across the
nation.

Athletes named to the Top 3 Rankings List
for each camp were individually evaluated
and graded on facets of kicking, punting and
long snapping such as accuracy, timing and
distance.
Greifenkamp was the second-ranked punter
at the camp and was the third-ranked kicker.
He notched the best kickoff distance of
anyone at the camp with a 63-yarder. He also
had the best punt distance at 41 yards.
Greifenkamp will be a junior at Murray
this fall.

•Pebble
From Page 1B
of Pebble
Beach, but there is no denying
the setup and layout of No. IS.
With the Pacific Ocean lining
the left side and a fairway the
size of a Coke bottle, your eyes
quickly elevate to the traditional
tree that guards the front right
A lot is

made

edge of the green and, of course,
the finishing hole itself.
The guys made the phone
calls. Bidwell sat on the cliffs
directly

behind

No. 18 and

called his dad as he looked out
same. I did what

I do-grabbed

the camera and started snapping
shots as if Armageddon was
about to take place.
We each took turns having
pictures made with each other,
by ourselves, and even tried to
get some of the golfers to pose

JanNon Bird.•270-75.3-8355

David King

PREP FOOTBALL

▪ Open
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with us as if they were some sort
of celebrity figure. All we knew
was they were bound to have
some coin and figured it couldn't hurt!
Turns out, while their money
was good, their golf game ... not
so much.
After taking in as much as we
could, we retreated to the clubhouse to dine on an $11 sliver of
cheesecake. It was mighty tasty,
but hard to split three ways.
Perhaps, the beauty and
magic of Pebble didn't really hit
me until we made our way to
some of the shops that surround
the entrance of Pebble Beach,
where you also run right into the
practice green.
As the sun was setting and
dusk was imminent, for a
moment, I had this out-of-body
experience when I honestly had

to drop my camera to my side to generations, I won't be able to
share this weekend with him.
catch my breath.
What I was able to share was
For in that single moment, 1
could see in my mind, all the one magnificent day with two
golfing greats who have graced good friends on the 18th hole at
Pebble Beach. Fm only in my Pebble Beach.
My dad, however, will be
mid-30s, but still, visions of
Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, able to have one of the best
Tom Watson, Gary Player, views of them all this weekend
He'll be one of those waves
Payne Stewart, Tom Kite and
even today's players were hov- crashing onto No. 18.
ering around me, getting in a
few practice swings before
heading to the first tee. I could
see it, but 1 couldn't understand
why. Then it hit me.
It's those same images that
have stuck with me since 1 was a
kid watching golf on television
with my father, who passed
away a little over three years
ago. This weekend is Father's
Day, and while it's true that golf
has been passed down through

Wednesday's Games
San Ranceco 6, Baftinvire 3
Toronto 7, San Diego 1
Chicago Wise Sox 7, Pittsburgh 2
LA. Angels 5. Miksaulee 1
N.Y Mets 8, Cleveland 4
Philadelphia 6, N V Yankees 3
Detroit 8 Washington 3
Boston 6, Arizona 2
Atlanta 6. Tampa Bay 2
Texas 6 Florida 3
Chicago Cubs 6. Oaidancl 2
Minnesota 2. Colorado 1
Houston 4. Kansas City 2
Seattle 2 St Lours 1
Thursday's Games
Washington (ASano 5-3) at Detroit
(Bondennan 2-4), 12-05 pm
Conrad° i.iiinenez 12-1) al Minnesota
(Linen° 6-3). 1210 p.m
Oakland (Braden 4-6) at Chicago Cubs
(R.Wells 3-5). 120 p.m.
Arizona (Harem 7-4)at Boston (Lackey 73), 5:1C p.m.
Chicago While Sox(Betide 4-6) at
Pittsburgh (Ohiendorf 0-4). 6.06 p.m.
NY Mets (Dickey 4-01 at Cleveland
(Wtbrook 4-3), 6-05 pm.
Philadelphia (K.Kendrick 3-2) at N.Y.
Yankees (Pettille 8-1). 6-05 p.m
Tampa Bay IJ Shields 5-5) al Atiarda
(T.Hudeon 6-2), 6'10 p.m
Texas(Nicpert 2-3) at Florida (Nolasco 55), 6 10 p.m.
Houston (Myers 4-41 at Kansas Cry
ilmew 0-0). 710P m
Mosses Games
LA. Angels at Chicago Cuba 1 20 pm
Arizona at Devoe 605 p m
Chicago White Soy al Washington. 605
pm
Cleveland at Pittsburgh. 605 p.m
Minnesota at Philadelphia, 6 05 p.m
N.Y. filets at N Y Yankees,605 p.m
San Francisco at Toronto. 607 p.m
LA Dodgers at Boston, 610 p.m
Tampa Bay at Honda 6 10 p rn
Kansas City ai Atlanta. 6-35 p m
Texas at Houston. 705 pm
Oakland at St Louis. 7 15 p.m.
Baltimore at San Diego . 905 pm
Cincinnati at Seattle. 9 10 p.m
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- Wednesday's Games
San Francisco 6 Baltimore 3
Toronto 7, San Diego 1
Chicago White Sox 7 Pittsburgh 2
L.A. Angels 5 Milwaukee 1
NY Mets 8, Cleveland 4
Philadelphia 6. N Y Yankees 3
Detroit 8. Washington 3
Boone 6, Arizona 2
L.A. Dodgers 6. Cincinnati 2
Atlanta 6. Tampa Bay 2
Texas 6 Florida 3
Chicago Cubs 6 Oaldand 2
liannesota 2 Unlade 1
Houston 4. Kansas City 2
Smille 2, St Louis 1
Thursday's Games
LA Dodgers (Ely 3-31 at C,nornan
(Amoyo 5-3). 1136 am
Washnglon (Aliano 5-3) at Deere
(Bondsmen 2-4). 1205 pin
Colorado(inisnez 12-1) at Mirnesola
(Linen° 6-3), 12.10 p m
Oaldand (Braden 4-0 at Chicago Cubs
(R.Wells 3-5). 120 pm
Arizona (Haren 7-4) at Boston (Lackey 73k 5,10 p m.
Chicago White Sox (Butane 4-6) at
Pittsburgh lOhienclorf 0-4),606 pm
N.Y. Nets (Dickey 4-0)at Cleveland'
(Westbrook 4-3),6-05 p.m.
Philadelphia (K.Kendrick 3-2) at N Y
Yankees(Pelee 8-1). 6705 p.m.
Tampa Bay (J.Shields 5-5) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 6-2), 6:10 pm.
Texas (Nippert 2-3) at Ronda (Marasco 55). 6 10 p rn.
Houston (Myers 4-4) at Kansas City
ILerewO-Ol 7 10 p m
Friday's Gamer
L.A Angels at Chicago Cute. 120 pm
Arizona at Detroit 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox at Washi9on...1,06
pm
Cleveland at Pittsburgh. 6 05 p m. •
Minnesota at Philadelphe. 605 p m
N.Y Mets at N Y Yankees 6 05 p m..
San Francisco at Torooto 607 pm.
LA ()agars at Boston 6 10 p m
Tampa Bay at Florida 6 10 p in
Kansas City Si Atlanta. 635 u
Texas at Houston 7 06 p m
Oakland at St Lou's. 7 15 p.m
lAilwaukee at Colorado. 810 pm
Baltimore at Sao Diego 905 p in
Gnomes at Seattle 9 10 p m

THIS FATHER'S DAY,
GET DAD
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National League Standings
All T/mes CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
38 28 576
-New Yon(
37 29 569 12
Philadelphia
33 30 524 3 12
31 34 477 612
Flonda
31 35477:
Washngton
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
36 30 545
-Cinornati
36 30 545
St LOUIS
29 36 446 812
Chicago
28 38 424
8
Mavakikee
Houston
lc
26 40 394
Petsburgh
23 42 354 12
West Division
W
L Pct GB
38 27 585
Los Angeles
San Dego
38 28 576 12
1
San Franasm
37 28 569
Colorado
33 32 508
5
Arizona
26 40 394 12 12
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KM 55 R
KOMBISYSTEM

110 thensed Technicians With 80 Years of Combined Experience

Quarterly Pest Control

$40quarter

STIHL
BG 55
HANDHELD BLOWER

One Powerhead
Multiple Attachments

.
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at

4_

$14995

$21995
1_ ,

are
• i. .
system - by the. Komhirvicaor
and the attachments yon need
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with one year contract
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Save the $80 Start-up Fee!
LET US CUSTOMIZE A PROGRAM FOR YOU

1299S

II NEW!SE 61 STIHL
WET/DRY VACUUM

$15995

[-FREE
Kit
Yard Care

Win purchnsc ol ony trimmer er ion, uvir
velvet III 5199 95 or higher

EXCLUSIVELY from your local STIHL Dealer.

We also treat Bedbugs, Brown Recluse Spiders & Termites
'Bedbugs, Brown Recluse

and Termites are not covered uilo'er the Pest Control Special These require a
unique and special treatment program.

S RVA Lto-mite &-,Pest coirt/-W

00%

SATISFACTION
G ARANTEED!

We Appreciate Your Business!
PADUCAH • 441-0016 • MURRAY - 753-6433 • MAYFIELD - 251-0890
BENTON - 527-0406 • 1-800-264-1433 • servallpestcontrol.-com

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street• Murray
270-753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.net

STIHLdealers.co'm
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Financial
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Lost And Founo
Help Wanted
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Computers
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Want To Bvi
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To Place Yout Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Ashley Morris
Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. •
ArtIcies
For Sale

lista Wanted

Leah
Notice

Holl'SING AUTHORITY OF Fiala,
201 North Highland Dine
Fulton, KY 42041
Kentucky Consultants. Inc
432 South Side Street
Louisville, KY 40202
WATER SAVINGS DEVICE RETROFITS - TANKLESS WATER HEATERS
AUDENDUM al
June 11.2010
The contract documents for the titled contract
amended as follows
1 The Lump Sum Base hid loin he based ....la
following quantities.
82
RCSOHP1
.. 42
RC98HPI
2 Provide 1" gas line to the heaters per manuta
turet s requirement
3, Provide Flush Valve Kits for all heaters
4. In Development 43-1. provide pumps for cm;
densate drain lines where required
S. The time for contract completion is 200 day,
Deadline for receipt of bids is extended to
Thuraday June 24. 2010 at 10,00 am
local time
END OF ADDENDUM al

Ordinance Number 2010-150Q an ordinance
ad.ptina the City ot Murray, Kentucky annual
budget for the penod July 1.2050, through June 30,
2011 for the general fund: cemetery fund: municipal aid tax fund E-911 fund, court award fund.
local government economic assistance fund, Munay
Natural Gas. Murray water and sewer system:
Murray stormwater system sanitation, transfer station and central garage division: by estimating revenues and appropriating funds for the operations of
Cita government
us

Dann, O. Hudspeth

Danny 0 Hudspeth. Mayor
Attest
afralialiadiccalIMX
Harla McClure, City Clerk

ADULT FOSTER CARE PROVIDER This positron is responsible for providing a family atmosphere for adt tts with mental/developmental disabilities in your own home Monthly Service fee
as well as room and board stipend provided
Applicant must be 21 of age. Background
check is required for all states resided/worked
in over the past year. Forward resume to Anne
Thurman, Human Resources Four Rivers
Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway, Paducah, KY
42001 EOE Applications available on line at
www arth org

COMMUNITY SUPPORTS PROVIDER responsible persons to teach leisure, home and personal care skills to persons diagnosed with
developmental disabilities. Flexible hours
Applicants must be 21years old with HS diploma GED and be able to provide transportation
Background check required. Send
resume/application to. Anne Thurman, VP for
Human Resources. Four Rivers Behavioral,
425 Broadway. Paducah, KY 42001
Applications available on line at WWV44brh.org
EOE

Cleaning Person: Port-time position
Responsible for cleaning health care office in
Murray. KY. Evening hours 3 nights a week_
Minimum qualifications: High school graduate

or equivalent: related experience. Must have
valid Kentucky driver's license and safe driving
record. Applications available on our website at
www4brh org. Send resume/application to:
Anne Thurman, Four Rivers Behavioral Health.
425 Broadway. Paducah, KY 42001. Open until
filled. EOE

Summary prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave

Saturday. June 19 (Ci 8:00am
Units to be sold are A-10. A-26, B-39, D-4.
CA-10, CB-9, Due to non payment.
Murray State University is accepting bids from
Qualified Contractors for the Central Plant Boiler
Demolition Project, on the campus of Murray State
University There will be a Pre-Bid Conference at
10 00am, June 23,2010 Bids will open July 1.2010
at 2 00pm Contractors may receise a copy of the
Bia Advertisement by contacting Steven Stapleton
.2701809-4099, and referencing CC-209S-11

Small Business located in the LBL area seeks
clencal/administrative support This position is.
responsible for answering phones. responding
to clients effectively, timely, and professionally
Accurate data entry, tracking information, also
includes support of Accts Payable. Accts
Receivable. Payroll and other muse task.
Computer skills include Microsoft, Word, Excel
MAXWELL expenence a plus. Qualified apphcants with minimum 5 years experience send
resume to:
LBL Resources LLC
383 Maintenance Road,
Golden Pond, KY 42211

EOE

DISCLAIMER

020
Nolice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
I $75.00 PER
MONTH
ALL 753-1916
BLACKBERRIES are
ready. U-Pick. 2.50
pint Faxon Rd. Murray
KY. 270-293-5131
Student
COLLEGE
needs work. Honest.
Dependable.
Teachable, Motivated.
Hungry Call Marshall
270-485-2802
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad tor any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Arty error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

U-PICK Blackberries
2.50 LB, Blueberries
2.00 LB, Daylilies 2.50
per pot, also Clumps
15.00 & up. Mon-Sat
7:00am- 6,30pm. 684
Crossland Rd.. Murray.
Gardens
Bluegrass
Farm & Nursery 270227-0460

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to rind
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
Coin
Black
LOST
Purse at Ryan's Prking
Lot, Noon 6/15. With
Keys and Tweezers
Inside. 753-7508
060

"www°
LJ
C.A. Jones
Management Group is
hinng for the following
positions for a
temporary assignment
Shipping and
Receiving Clerks.
Data Entry Clerics.
Customer Service
Representatives
Please submit your
resume to
careers chucsIones net
Truck Driver to Pull
Camping
Trailers
Driver
Retired
Preferred Full or Part
Time 270-853-9112

When a,,..c..tng the
"help wanted- sestion
on our slassifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will he redirected
to johnetwork tom
Bs delault.
Murray and loyal joh
listings will appear on
this wehsite
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you base any
questions regarding
the Mun as area
ioh listings Thank you
DUMP truck driver
Class A CDL 7590501
EXPERIENCED body
man, who likes to be
busy in an experienced
high volume shop, in
the beautiful KY Lake
area. Commission pay,
insurance,
health
retirement plan. Please
apply in person MonFn. 8-5 at Richardson's
Body Shop. 5100 Hwy.
79 N., Paris TN 731642-9064 Please provide references.
RELIABLE person to
care for 2 individuals
with
Alzheimer's
including hygiene. normal living activities,
some housekeeping.
Needing 1st, 2nd. 3rd
shifts Education or
experience preferable,
but not needed. Pay
depending on experience. 270-354-6020.
270-816-3262.
MOTHER of 3 will keep
your children in my
home. 731-333-4770

Full time service wnter
receptionist position
Primary
opening.
include:
duties
customer
Providing
service, answering the
phone, inventory tracking picking up parts.
general office duties.
etc. Experience In the
automothre field is
not
but
excellent
Will train.
required
Send resume to 408 N.
4th St. Murray. KY
e-mail
or
42071
kellie.harlan @hadanautomotive.com

Wanted.
HELP
Experienced
Plumber& Repairs. &
New Construction. for
Paris Area. Benefits
Package. Immediate
Apply in
Opening
Person at Robbie To
The Rescue Plumbing.
Call 731-642-4872
Horse Ranch, near
Puryear Morning feed/
turn-out: barn maint.
Advance riding & training exp. PI- perm. Email Resume tra/ 3 refdanererences
anch@ wk.net
PAINTERS Wanted .
Local painting contractor is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
painters. Must have at
least dyes expenence.
Please call 127017536895 leave message.
No walk-in applications
accepted.
TOM'S Pizza & Steak
House is now hiring for
an experienced baker.
731 -642-8842

PE.CO
Accepting
reSurfies
All sales Careers
other positions
Send to
PO Box 363
Murray. KY-'
" 42071

I

090
Domestic Si Childcare

CHRISTIAN Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages 0-5 Experienced
and trained staff. Fun
and nurturing environment for children Care
involves daily activities,
crafts and educational
Mon-Fri
activities
6 30am 5 30pm
767-1177

PRECIOUS
MOMENTS
LEARNING
CENTER
Now has openings
beginning Aug 2
Infants to 4 yeari oin
Open ,
•
6 30arn:4.30p.m

Rally 3-Wheel Scooter
Excellent Condition
anyone
for
Great
unable to walk a long
distance. Price $500
Call 270.227-9046

STORM
SHELTERS
Starks RMS.
Homes in Benton
or Mayfield KY.
Call
I -800-455-3001
for sizes & prices
5100 a pece
G000 Condition

Very
Call

CHARLIE'S
ANTIQUE MALL
IN HAZEL
bas vendor specie

available in la
NEVI room
Large 10'110' booth
tatty $57.00/rao.
Ceill tor details.
(278)492-11211

(270) 2034020

Appliances

RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502
Shelley's Cleaning
Service- One owner,
one employee.
Weekly. bi-weekly, or
monthly cleaning.
270-227-8384

-LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
, Give
bottom'
me a call. 731-3363891.

1BR, price reduced.
locations.
various
Coleman RE 7539898
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utifities
pets.
no
paid,
$300/mo. 767-9037

•

L

r

WARD-ELKINS

605E South 12tbS'

(270)753-1713
Antiques
ANTIQUE Doll Sale:
Over 500 items. June
Paris, TN.
25-26.
at
Details
sowatzka.com or 715271 -4591

Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
Repaas'Upgrades
759.3556

Antique 1908 Price
Steeple Uptight piano
in good condition.
$1000 Call 293-9737
or 759-5888
270
Mobile Names For Sale

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th
Murray

OWNER Finance"
3BR, 2BA. Lake area,
setting.
beautiful
down,
$3,950
$534/mo.
6058 Dunbar Rd.
New Concord, KY
615-397-3171
1999 Champion 16x80,
3BR. 2BA, $15,000
obo. 270-293-1041

GOOD

2007 Clayton, 16x80
2BA, vinyl siding,
black appliances like
new. 270-489.2525

use stove,
refrigerator, a/c unit,
and storm windows.
753-4109
Swing set. Rainbow
vacuum, living room &
furniture.
bedroom
trampoline. 731-6823416.
Midas
For Sale
12' Utility Trailer with
Ramps Tandem Axle.
Barely Used. 6' 10"
Inside Width 270-2277164
2 burial plots in Murray
Gardens
Memorial
$1,200 for both 270252-0293
SBS
Amanda
Ivory
Refrigerator.
$200. Amanda Solid
Cook Top Range. ivory
$125 Kenmore Electric
Range Ivory $100 4362366
For Sale- 20' Enclosed
Trailer. Side Entry
Door. Rear Ramp
Door Front Enclosure
apprx 7x8 Carpet and
front
in
Cabinets
Enclosure wall can be
removed Inside Lights
and Electric Hook-up
$3800 Call 978-2175
WASHER & dryer,
motor home. Case
tractor real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4109. 227-1546

.

CHECK THIS
OUT!

2 BR.,wah.pew puob1/22!Core Lot
Surveyed with sha
septic, water dm.

8-electric $7,950.
Call 7534012
BANK Repo
1 acre lot 16x80
3BR. 2BA carport
$1.000 down, low
monthly Gail Today's
Homes (2701527-5645.

3 BR $400 monthly. No
Pets. 270-753-1219
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866
NICE 2BR $285.00
No cats 753-6012
320

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR unfumished, near
campus. water paid, no
smoking, no pets 7535980

Cloth
item
Cr
ch
pl,
sheet
gun

VISA I
380

320
Apartments For Rent

150

060

/

Bab,
Wort
!ter

2BR Washer & Dryer.
all Appliances, Newly
1326
Renovated.
Diuguid Dr. 270-7033260
2BR, 1 5BA, townanice
very
house
Coleman RE 753-9898

4BR. C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

Storage Rentals

pets Supplies

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC, shots. wormed.
270-251-0310
$300

evenings.
inistoragc.
XII sizes to
fir sour needs
located by
rogg,y radio station

MO%
301
Very Friendly Angus
Bulls 20 mos 270-

7:
Kitt,

436-2424

753-8359 759-

Gan
pact
desk.
Coca,
Diranc

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell- (270) 293-4183
, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1st Full Mo Rent Free

Calloo:in Garden
Essex post ns
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve
I BR & 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
. 1- ciJal....pportur,..y

in

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
72$ S. 4TH ST.
corner of 1215.& Clendak.

Studio Type
Duplex $325. Water &
Trash Included. W/D.

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartmentl
(270)492-8211

YARD SALE
1103 ELM ST

101,15 SOO
1270)436-2524
12701 293-6906

10X10 $25

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9800

Prime location North
LARGE 38R apt,
lstKYRealty
12th.
newly remodeled, on
(270)978-1880
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
Chinese Sham Pers
LARGE duplex 2BR, Puppy. 9wks old For
2BA. C/H.A. appli- Sale 270-970-8667
ances furnished. yard
maintenance included. DOG Obedience
No lease required. No (270)436-2858
pets. $500/mo. 753-

3949.
LARGE, 3BR. 2 full
bath, all appliances,

3
YAI

FRIDAY

1850 St. Rt, 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5582

COZY

Smoke Free, Pet Free
Year Lease. 412 N.
5th. 226-8006.

MULTI-FAMILY

85 LAI
SA

SATURDAY

7
Fumiti

6:00-2:00

Deco

MULTI-PARTY
YARD SALE
1201 DORAN RD.
CORNER OF
PLAIN VIEW &

Mc

$.3

DORAN
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Furniture. Toys
Electronics,
Household kerns
Books, Sports
Equipment. Clothes,

Murrai
Flow

& Much More

HMI

YARD SALE
166 COUNTRYSIDE
DR.
FAIRVIEW ACRES
SUB
1ST ST PAST
STAHLER DAIRY
121S
THURSDAY 6-2
FRIDAY 6-12
Antique Furniture &
Other's. Household
Items. Knives,
Jewelry, Clothes,
Craft Items Material

, ‘1)!:'1',1, 11

C/H/A, lawn service.
227-5173.
NICE 213/1BA Duplex
in Hazel, C/1-1/A, alt
privacy
appliances.
fence yard. lease, ref
No pets
dep
$400.00 753-1059

led

ion,elnheFr

110/,'

your .441?

in

43 acre
Dexter
Jeffrey
Fenced
around
barn 1
Chuck
120.

We Offer:
*All Size Units
• 2417 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

2YRS.
Lynn
2.100
2.5BA,
garage,
porch. 2

812 Whitnell Ave • 753-3853

COR Tni NAN wo

EVERYTHING
get him a subscription to the
2BR. stove & refrigera
lor, dw, arid hook-up
C/H/A. $550/mo. 1 yr
lease. 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2259
270-527-8174
3BR, 2BA, W&D
included, 48 Camelot
$900/mo $800/dep
(270i293-4600
(270)293-3710
FOR Sale or Lease
38R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock. 2
1/2 can garage 270873-7826

MUM
LEDGER &TIMES
Hosne Delivery
3 mo.
3
1
6
6
105
$$
:00
53°5.
:

Local Mail
$35.00

1 yr. ........-.4110.00

a
a

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.0111
$70.50
$96.00
$90.00 6 mo.
$120.00 1 yr.
$145.00

Rest of 114:Y/TN
3 mo
6 MG

1 yr
I Check

Money Order

Visa

WC

GATESBOROUGH .
I Name
Executive Home 3BR. '
Addres,
2BA Sun Room Living I St

Room

Den, I City

Appliances. Hookups. I
Zip
Garage, Tile, Carpet. I State
Newly Painted. Lease,
Daytime Ph
1
Deposit 404-313-1051
Mail this coupon with payment to
NICE 3E1/2BA in Hazel,
C/H/A. all appliances.
2-car garage. lease,
ref. dep. No pets
$525.00. 753-1059

1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

a
s

I Sr call 12701 753-1916

-I
1

a

EXCE
clean, V
6 room
Tasteful
Large
country
many ct
counter
bar. 3-a
iaund y
baths,
rear
attache
decks
yard wit
wall h
lace, A
drive
car gar;
acre lar
1800 sr
Perfect
ment n
conditio
in Ea
Subdivi
appoint
home
For &219-8&
GREAT
Saratog
X 228
525.00(
Camptii
9090
Great h
be $2.c

Call

J

Realty ;

iger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

‘lurra:k Ledger & Times
5 FAMILY YARD SALE
1888 ROOSEVELT RD. DEXTER
TAKE 641N TO 1346
TURN RIGHT
1.5 MILES ON THE LEFT
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:00-?
Washer & Dryer. Tiller,
Baby Girl Clothes, Boy Clothes 3T-6,
Women's Clothes. Lots of Household
Items. Toys, loo Much to Mention.

/LINES

-FñlOLm

-Fri. 10 O.

-11co.104.m.

-Ibn 11p.m

-*110 LIR,

MULTI- FAMILY YARD SALE
302 N. 17TH ST.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:00-?

-Tlxi 10 a.m.

-Thu( 12 p.m

Name brand women's & men's
clothing, purses. shoes, belts, household
items, corner cabinet, couch, bookshelf
entertainment center, &lino table &
chairs, glassware. TV's, VCR's, DVD
players, framed artwork, comforter,
sheets, picture frames elliptical machine.
gun cabinet, wrought iron bed, mirrors.

ammo
VISA
Pets & Supplies

MOVING SALE
301 N. 4TH ST.

restock & Supplies

FRIDAY

Friendly Angus
. 20 mos. 270!424

3

Yard Sate

1131-FAMILY

ARD SALE

7:00-1:00

v acuum.
Garbage compactor. sewing
desk. household.
Coca-Cola Items,
Dining room table
furniture
Kirby

03 ELM ST.

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

FRIDAY &

For
Sale.
•"Owner Finance"'
Craftsman Style Home,
Detached Garage with
Outbuilding. 3 Bed 1
Bath 1536 Almo Rd
Almo KY. $3950 Down,
ali
$675 Month
Ruthie 270-753-2222
24
Bedrootn homes in
Riverfield Estates.
BC Real Prope
Professionals
293.7872

85 LANCELOT DR
SATURDAY

ATUR DAY

470

Motorcycles & ATY's I

7:00-2:00

Furniture, Clothing,

6:00-2:00

Toys,
Decorative Items

SULTI-PARTY
YARD SALE
di DORAN RD.
CORNER OF

Most Things
$3 or Less

'LAIN VIEW &
DORAN
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?

Furniture. Toys.
Electronics,
ousehoid liems.
Books, Sports
uipment, Clothes,
3, Much More

YARD SALE
i COUNTRYSIDE
DR.
iIRVIEW ACRES
SUB
1ST ST PAST
TAHLER DAIRY
121S
rHURSDAY 6-2
FRIDAY 6-12

itique Furniture &
hen's, Household
Items. Knives,
ewelry, Clothes,
aft Items Material

Aturras Ledger & Times Fai
Housing Act Notice

real estate adkerteed herein
,ublect to the Federal Fair
Flotearig Act which make, it
illegal to advertise ank preference. limitation or discnmmaSon bawd on race color, rehpen sm. handicap familial status or national origin on intention make anc such preference,. limitation. rr discrimination
tate laws lorbid disimminahon
,
In the Nlk rental on ad .ertwi .c
it real estate based on factor.
adlition to those prote,
under *alma; lair
hr will kniwkingly accept
idcerti-.ing tin real estate whi,
not in skilation ci the law All
person, are herebi, intorm.
that all duelling
,adverfeed are
aiijlrli' in an equal opportu
nity basef or further ew,istance with Fair

For
Sale
2008
Kawaski Valcon-900
$5,500. 4 Helmets. 2
Leather Jackets, 2
Vest, 1pr of Chaps, 1
Large Highway-Bag.
Call 270-435-4297
Cell
270-227-5793
Anytime
used Cars

All

[lining Adsertising require
molts contact NiA1 Court,ei
Rom P Milam 17011a4sTOrin

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-446'

Thursday July 1st, 2010 @ 6:00 PM (CST)
Location: 222 West Street, Hardin, KY 42048

1990 240SX. runs
$1,300
270-226-9507

_

cab, step step $3.000
oho. 270-227-4875.

05 Chevrolet motor
home. 32-ft sleeps-8,
11 000 miles, perfect
condition 293-1231
1977 Man-O-War 298.
camper $1,500 obo
270-293-1041

LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarani.

r... "
.: ',+ '4:I :":".% .4r 6
4UPOR4 EilS'Ir 4 'tTSS Tr' ,r ,sb,')i'')'4 4..' L '
n
Real Estate Sells At 600 PM Regardless Of Pnce Auction Held On Site.

14 r20 Portarile aulicline it. el , . 'r •
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!
TERMS

10

i/if11.
12

Ne Offer:
I Size Units
'Surveillance
Electricity
mate Controi

EACH
RAGE

-

753-3853

r

IING
ion to

the

TIMES

Local Mail
iCatteuo.

0.

........

Other Mail
Subscriptions
0.
$75.00

SR

10.

r.

$145.00
Visa

Zip

payment to

& Times
140
42071
3-1916

TON

LICH I

Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, fire-

wood. Insured. 4892839

HOUSE FOR SALE

t R 55 Is

ROOFING
Ben Mathis. Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Don't be fooled by imitators. call
us for a free inspection today!
227-4646 436-3080

S& M
CONSTRUCTION
Over 1 5 years experience
Call for references

RI'l•tit

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

Services Offered

REV FSTI71 - FR i(TOR - IR III FR
Located &Mims Loom arid Fancy Farm, WY From neyfrerd: 'der ..S 45 Wean it Mries
, ,. ,„ ,. A ,c,,,,, ,a. .1,78 ;,1. .7 M11 , -- ,1 . - ,.• .• - L .• ,'rot "'At.(,!.. 3...'
, %WV,
STrts Posted"

JUNK

AN IMMACULATE 2STORY 8 DORM.5 BATH HOME,
50'x105' WORKSHOP.2 LARGE STOCKED PONDS 8 48,10 ACRES
IN 6 TRACTS &COMBINATIONS!
%AL ESTATE TRA7S 1r3c1 1. '.

L. I

,aids:ae.n. Tract 2'

SWAG SEPARATE CRON Tilt LARD TPACTOWTRAILERSPRAYER

OPEN HOUSE DATES: Sunday, June 6TH 1:00PM-3:00PM
& Tuesday, June 15TH 5:00PM-7:00PM
FON MOIME tHeatIMIN

vtAiHri.R.iis.JR

A LON*111 LaNIMIWksift
bt.CR Ni. RI 4; North • Iloti,field. la .4,20111.6
- or toe; Prwhroto ea • flope.in•Ok la 42.240 .: "lbirnitli/MMONSIAliiiilllill11" .

Res Com , & Ind
Licensed & Insured

753-9562

We haul anything
the garbage man
won't Call Mike
for tree estimate

PICK UP

270-293-5624

CLARK'S
\‘
kR

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions Remooeling
Roofing. Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors
Repairs. workers comp

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs exp 293-

Insured.

8814

227-2617

Thurs.
June 24
6:07 PM

.1
AIuls hiiig u
Al
k
411.5' .

HAWS VJA,
,T1MANACIMENT
pickups
locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2713
293-2784

•

liamilton (,ranite
&z.

larbIe

.3301 St. Rt 121N.

8087
7.53
,
Wei Slurdoil, • 2. I
)o•pla% Hour,

530
Services Offeeid

L

METAL ROOFING

085 ;
MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING
Vinyl siding
Wood siding
.13nck• Concrete
Decks• Fence
(270)227-6160

(270)227-6365
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
•Complele tree
renxival;Gutter
cleaning •InSured
270)753-TREE
(8733)
(270)293-11.18
Emergency -

I 41-if
141i.11i.ST

1:Ell •

24 moue sanywa

FLOOR installations
carpet, vinyl. V.A. tile
hardwood. laminate
and repairs. 30 years
expenence. Free estimate Call 270-8480004. cell 270-2274933.

FREE

- Dad IfARRIS.11110KEPL0AUCTIONEff 41. 1/5442 OMNI
' MINARNMNIS. MOKEIVAUCTIONIEfIR •TV 011137 . 1141P14..„,..,.
E. ....,,,..
".....".*
' 0,00a11414ARRIS liff-ALTORAUCTIONIfil .
DEN 801.10kIER KAITOPAPf aucnoliern ears.haris.aurtions.coin

Since 1 14Sh

REMOVAL

FLUTE Lessons by
MSU Senior Flute
Performance Major
Marshall Shank Call
270-485-2802

, ,Real Estate MU Begin At 10:00 AM. Auction Held On Site,

Hill Electric

(270) 227-9212

iv''

2-0-24-- i25 3 • 271 j75-4; fl' ; It- ' 441,8

122 KING DR
4BP, 36A, approx. 2,500 sq.ft.
Murray's Best Buy!
$229,900

Keith Rogers owner

Brad Shelton 4270)978-1351
Michael Manning (270) 227-3418

Trade' ,'Ac,es kW S'-4 -4 aut., Fade

FUTRELL'S Tree

CALL TODAY

.DRI '11 St I RI MIR.

01 i IN) 4;11178IF% 111111f1.1).1
!Oki Oa'(ir /FT PI It Fit I SORTH
Ill 11th tilt 1T) q41116.1 WISH
RI 111,111 a. R tss Nlik ATti po%Dy

i

gralAcruge
43 acres, Hwy. 1346
Dexter. Across from
Cemetery.
Jeffrey
Fenced with year
around water and pole
barn. $89,900. Call
Chuck 753-1323 ext.
120.
460
2YRS. old, white vinyl,
Lynn Grove area,
2.160 sq.ft. 4BR,
attached
2.5BA,
screened
garage,
270-853-1999.
porch.
EXCEPTIONALLY
clean, well maintained
6 room brick ranch.
Tastefully decorated.
Large living room.
country kitchen with
many custom cabinets.
counter space & snack
bar, 3-large bedrooms.
room. 1.5
laund y
baths. Front porch.
garage
rear and
covered
attached
decks. Carport/Court
yard with lattice pnvacy
wall. New roof, furnace, AC, and asphalt
drove. Detached 2.5
car garage. Approx. .5
acre landscaped yard'
1800 square ft home.
Perfect family or retirement home Move in
condition. 31 E Y Drive
in East Y Manor
By
Subdivision
only.
appointment
home into sheets on
For Sale Sign. Call
219-869-0494
GREAT Lot's next t.
Saratoga Spnngs 105
X 228
$25,000 call Jim
Campbell Realty 7539090
Great house! 4 bdr. 1
ba $29.900
Call Jim Campbell
Realty 753-9090

_Parking. SealCskafing
Sc Moline

Real Estate Auc-tioil
4313 STATE 11(11-1 F. 40S Vs. III( 1.:(7121(. hi 42051
. v, ,, 'I/ FR111112/I Irk iTIDIf 't

YOUR AD
' COULD' BE
HERE FOR
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

"6Iectnc Done Right"

270-753-2279

0 00 Cost Estimate

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions, remodeling, sagging rotten
floors, decks, home &
niobile home repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

(270) 293-0325

TRAVIS.
ASPHALT

OM IF HARRIS 11,0MCFP1 ALLICTIO0f10 in NOM MINI
wwiiwei. ...wpm 10.0KER.AUCTIONEFIR • TV.037 /
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Saturday, June 19th, 2010 0 10:00 AM (CST)

'Remodeling
•Screened Porches
.Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
'Home/ Mobile Home
Repair

(270)530-0450
-(270) 293-5762

ANDRUS
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe and
work
track
hoe
Installation and Tee
on septic syst.:
Now offering sept
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
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Built in Oven Lnang Room
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W Kenmore Dryer & naftaa wasnet Exien•f r..1' Jr, .', .,, ),. ,, ,,,,
Driveway Large Back Cie lk Sew Latinales 0 L , Arte-1, r. -„, -, s 015 A ilk Ix
On An 84 il 50 Lot WAtt Nice Lanis,nopi SELLING SEPARATE FROM THE REAL ESTATE a

753-1816 2274161

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry

Custom residential work is
our specialty.
Licensed Insured

A WEL. i4ANAM., ... Witt.,,rt: ''6,,,r,'.

All jobs - big or small

IJOIIC

..... .

AB QUALITY
USED FURNITURE
-282 Aurora HWY
.
Hardin. KY
We-buy & sell*' •
good clean
furniture

A NICE 3 8ORM. 1 1/2 BATH NOME ON AN 84'X150' LOT!

REM ESTATE

LAM

KR ELECTRIC

I

over 25 years of quality installations

98 Chevy S-10 with
136.000-miles, automatic V-6 extended

270-227-8393

tom ect'hi',

'
•

Used Trudis

Home

New

530
Services Offered

Absolute Ilea Estate Auction

$15 00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & opera!
ed.
978-5655, 759-9295

puppies
-TZU
shots. wormed,
270-251-0310
ngs

rhursdai. Itilw I", 21110 • F.p

•••I

PAL C-,araqt,

Installation.

293-2357
arMOWING
Trimming small
Depenclabi
large.
reliable gutters, mulch ,
shrubs trimmed, hau-;
mg. 11 years experience Steven 767-9178'
or 978-7002
Service Wanted. Yard.
Clean Up and Bush'
Hog

\rink1"11.,
I,
kfilas
C270
1958

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional
Instruction

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

/iliac Elea&

UCTIO

repair

maintenance on clocr-.
and operators., 270

Want Ti Sava
Money'
Call TRASH
BE GONE
• Our can $15 mo.
$42.75 3 md.
•Our can $18 MO:
$51 30 for 3 mo.
Call 227-7682

Sat.
June 26
N 10:07 AM:-

1640 Coles Campground Rd., Murray, KY

Firm of the Lao'
±100 Acres •6 Tracts •±1735ft Frontage
± 1.6 Acre Home Sites •±10, 30, 40 Acre Mini Farms
• Great Cropland & Hunting Ground
• Minutes to Cherokee KY Lake State Park

laoteofion

±3569 Sq.H. Under Roof • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Baths • Lake View
• t5 Beautiful Acres •:600ft Road V-ontage • large Garage • Basement

/

' Ieritures include A .25 x 6ft Coveted & Columned [rant Prii,
,Nest closet and laid( arch opening to the ±24.5 t Ill. hen+, •
funk wall loonht, brick fileolrxe chimney, ± 1 I 5 x 7ft ti f
'id how void, the ()doming Dining Roar is ±125 n 'lff with , •
''
'en:hes, ifie king Ron has c pass-thrii ane adioins the • 25
'Scirri tor informal long or a o8 t 5 25ft walk-in pontn, large en...T, .L
yrraodities, the Kitchen tarnished with Jalousie windows. ook coNnoThr
Niih-in range rind Amcno rehaeiator w oce maker, pies has a doal fo the xi ,
nrid 't wst oteps to Pie ±14 5ft Utility Room with cobirehy. Each Bedioon
x 14 751t old includes the *8 66 y 8 Stt Miro,
lardwood floor is
a wcilk-ni oral rimble cincet and views the lake, the Second Bedfr,
rhr w "offset, the Thed Bedroom is ±14.75 *12 25ft with o •7 7'
„mantic).ndude a ±22.5 0 22 5ft Attached Geroge vi /auto overti,,.-yi
,
,'• -4 • •
, 4-wr r.tfAnk
gcs
+32 a 52fr Sq. Post Building • Finished Out .4 Insulated • 200
Breaker System • 3 Overhead Doors • Separate Metere
ieliris fans and fiuorevent ighang; the Second Room is ±31 )1( is 2S1 wintient& as, tIti,',
Mini Room is •±30 ‘.) x 19.5f with two In 16f,outa ovemedd don pegboold ATTENTION R FAIT(2,
'' 5110 irivested. It's oll Iv you
,,„„., of ANCtiliP, 'Suit,'is ,51,1,- ,
er
II,' I
,, - '-', • . ir r r, •.
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CLASSIFIEDS

61I • thursdav. June 17, 2010

I

.

sao

S30
Minim 001wid

Seems Offered

ESTATE AUCTION
FRIDAY, JUNE 18 AT 3:00p.m.

3CRET.L.LC
Decorative Concrete
Floors • Walls • NPN

Counter Tops

270-293-7971

VV
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
References
available
Free Estimates

(270) 293-5383
(270) 293-6927

YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree

esti43E-

TROYER
S
Construction
Metal Roofing Pole
Shingles
Barn,
12701804-6884

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DIVORCE with or
without Children $125
Wet FREE name
change documents and
mantel settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24 hrs 7
days- 1-888-789-0198.
mew CourtOrvorceSerei
ce corn
• React: over 1 million
readers with one call'
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call 10'S
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
for only $250
AUCTIONS
• AUCTION. All Mobile
Homes Sold at Auction
Sat. June 19
Inspection Registration
900AM. Auction 12:00
Noon Shamiock
Homes 25E. Corbin
60E-526-0323
Payment due Sale Day
BUILDINGS
•BUILDING SALE!
25x30 $4577, 30x4-0
$7140. 32x60 $11950.
32x80 $18,420. 35x60

S13.990. 40x70
$1,950. 405100
S24.900. 46x140
$37.600. OTHERS
Ends Optional. Pioneer

MANUFACTURERS
DIRECT 1-800-6685422.

arriving in AugJstl
Great life expenence
1-800 SIBLING
worm else com

cpm Excellent bane
Ills Need CDL-A & 3
mos recent OTR 877258-8782 envoi melloo
truck corn

INSTRUCTIONAL
• ACT NOW, You may
qualify for FREE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING Funded by State
WIA Program AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 86E280-5836
-AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for high
paying Aviation Career.
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- Job
Placement Assistance
Call Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)2072053
*ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home,
'Medical. 'Business.
'Paralegal.
"Acceunting. 'Cnminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance Computer
available Financial Aid
if qualified, Call 36E460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

• CALL NOW' BIH
Trucking Company.'
International Truck
Driving School Now
taking Students' No
COL. No problem,
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified. or
Financing available
888-780-5539
• CDL-A Drivers. Our
freight needs you, Over
the road Flatbed & Dry
Van Professional
Equipment. High Miles
Good Driving Record
Required. see accept
your ION form and
medical card. Western
Express Call Bo- 888801-5295
•Class-A Drivers OTR
Midwest freight- Need
Drivers, Great miles.
Homehme, Benefits,
Sign-On Bonus' Ask
about Jump Start
Lease Program'
Excellent equipment
Call ACT today, 877584-7240

•SALE, CDL Training
Starting al $1995! WIA
Approved Job
Placement Assistance.
Tuition reimbursement
available Accredited
BBB Delia Career
Academy Mt Sterling,

*Driver- COMPANY
Expenenced OTR °rivers and Teams
Consistent Miles.
Excellent Health
Benefits 6 rno OTR
exp & current CDL
88P-463-3962
e.ww.usatruck iobs eee

KY 859-498-9968,

mt'Ivy

800-883-0171
BUSINESS
SERVICES
•DIRECTV Free
Standard Installation!
FREE Showtime

Starz(3 moil FREE
HD/DVR upgrade; Ends
7-14-10. New customers only, Qua
pkgs. From $2999 'no
DirectStarTV, 1-888802-2480
FINANCIAL

MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
•Ky Health Training:
Certified Clinical
Medical Assistant. EKG
Technician, Nurse Aide
Training, Phlebotomy
training_ Lexington &
Georgetown Day.
Night. Weekend classes. 859-963-2901, 888274-2018
VAWI.Icyheatttitraining.c
OM

• CASH NOW' Get
cash for your structured
settlement or annuity
payments High payouts Call J G
Wentworth 1 -866-SETTLEMENT(1 -86E-7388536. Rateo A+ by the
Better Business
Bureau

HEALTH SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS
•FREE HD FOR LIFE'
Only on DISH Network,
Lowest pnce in
America' $24.99,'no
(or over 120 channels'
$500 Bonus 1-86E240-3844

SPORTTNGISPORTING GOODS

• Hernia Repair,Did
you receive a COMPOSIX KUGEL MESH
PATCH Between 19992008'
, If the Kugel
patch was removed
due to complicaticns of
bowel perforation,
abdominal wall tears.
puncture of abdominal
organs or intestinal fistulae, you may be
entitled to compensation Attorney Charles
Johnson 1-800-5355727

HELP WANTED
• HOST FAMILIES for
Foreign Exchange
Students ages 15-18 &
have own spending
money & insurance
Call now for students

•Gun Show June 1920. Sat. 9-5 & Sun 9-4.
Lexington Herrtage Hall
430 W Vine Sti Buy,
See Trade. Into.
5631927-8176
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

• DRIVER- Great miles'
No touch Freight! No
forced NE/ NYC,6
months OTR expenonce No felony' DUI
last 5 years Solosi
Teams wanted
Company can. 877740-6262. wsweptlrric corn
•Dmrers- CDL-A drivers Nc experience, no
problem Need more
traineg,We can help'
Must be 23 888-8703378 www wiltrans.corn
-Drivers- CDL-A Home
most Weekends! Up to
42e. Good miles &
benefits' $2,000 sign.
on bonus. No felonies.
OTR Exp Required
Lease Purchase
Available 800-4414271 xKY-100
•Dnvers- Food Tanker
Dnvers Needed OTR
positions available
NOW, CDL-A w. tanker
Req d Outstanding pay
& benefits' Call a
recruiter TODAY! 877484-3061 weevoakleytransport.com

•ACT NOW, You may
Quality for FREE
CLASS-A CDL Training
Funded by State WIA
Program Must meet
hinny requirements of
rnaior trucking companies TRUCK AMERICA TRAINING 86E244-3644

•Onvers Owner
Operators Needed'
Long and short hauls
Reefers welcome
Base plates and trailers
available No forced
dispatch home weekends Call anytime
502-797-1344 or 502E37-5053

ATTN Dnvers, New
Pay Increase' 34-40

• Flatbed Company &
00 Drivers Needed
0,
0 Must have own
trailer Company

At the home of the late Mr. John Galloway. From
Murray tak,?. St. Rt. 121N. to Rob Mason Rd. follow to
Jones Sparkman, follow to auction. From Mayfield
take Hwy 80 to Hwy 121, follow to Rob Mason Rd.
Signs posted.
A pieced bedroom suite.(2)4 drawer chest, a nit. e 5 drawer chest
‘anity, 2 small 4 drawer chest, blanket chest. glider rocker.
recliner A: electric lift chair, other odd chairs, wood cabinet. book
shelf & books, hide-a-bed sofa, recliner. bed side table. floor &
table lamps. stereo entertainment center. VCR. DVD player.
Zeinth color TV cord table, automatic washer & dryer. FT side-by side refrigerator & freezer, nice day bed with trundle bed, twit
bed, other bedroom suite, dining table & chairs, up right freezer.
Ken Holland print, nice electric heater. hlankets & bed linens, hat
towels, electric fans. goute stool, bakers rack, bird clock. kerosen
lament. set of carrell. clean pots & pans, flatware, small kitc het
appliances, tea glasses, old dough rollers. crystal glasses, ponc
bowel set. 4 qt. pressure cooker. _ old pressure canner's. electnc
sewing machine, microwave, toaster oven, tall man clothing; 198
Challenger elite model by Faiecaneer Mobile home 70'7(14' 2BR
2BA. no smoking, no pett. verv little cooking. This should bc
24'x20' wood frame carport. plc
moved in 30 days from auction;.
nic tattle. 10- table saw, bench grinder. Craftsman roll around tool
box. lots & wrenches & tools, some power tools. metal cabinet
with safe, hand saws, step ladder. extension ladder, hand truck
tOlding chairs. 2 come alongs. small seeder, electric chain saw. ai
compressor & tank, floor jack. 1/2" air ratchet electric fence
10amp battery charger. jig saw, bench drill press, electric & ga.
line tnminers. Craftsman recipator saw, leaf blower, small cho
saw, 5 bar crank phone part, drill bits. Powlar mechanics books
jack Amos.Pow lar pole saw,4 socket sets & other tools, a very ol
auto harp. and c Id butter wood mold with wheat straw pattern, ol
hard back hool s. desk chairs, hand & yard tools, other items no
listed.
Lun,
h Available.
Not responsible for accidents
For more information and your auction needs phone:

DAN MILLER (270)4354144. DARRELL BEAt4E 435-4420
TERRY D. PkSCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
Www.danmillerauctioneer.com
**My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, JUNE 19 AT 10:00a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. Edmond "Willie" Gamble.
From Murray. KY take 121 N. to 4951 Stella, KY. See
auctions signs. From Mayfield, KY take Hwy 80 East
to Hwy 1836 to 121, follow to auction.
Electric lift chair. cedar chest. Broyhill hide-a-bed sofa, sofa
ioveseat. nice wood breakfast set, nice pictures & frames, color TV
2 door wood cabinet old pie safe, floor lamp.6 hole gun rack glas.door. maple table & chairs w/ china cabinet, like new craftsmaste
sofa, bar stool, knee hole desk. 4 (Sr 5 drawer chest, nice old ches
& vanity. washer & dryer, bookshelf & books. wrought iron &
table, entertainment cenier, table lamp. FF refrigerator. recliner, All
Jersey milk bottles. Murray milk bottles quarts & 1/2 pint & All
Jersey creamers, powder dish with lid, set of newcar pottery. •
piece of nice stoneware. old vinegar txmles with glass stoppers
small cream pitchers. cake stand, red lace howl, old glass & china,
small kitchen appliances, baking dishes. Fire King mixing bowls.
other mixing bowels. cookbooks, old castiron pieces. fried chick
en cooker, cornbread skillet. Dixie meat grinder, assortment o'
cookie jars, microwave, walking canes, wall clock. brass pieces
nice set of Christmas dishes with glasses. blue stone pitcher. applr.
Jack coffee mugs. castiron love seat. concrete chickens, chain saw.
Wells Fargo & Co stage coach. Eagle fish finer, lot of tools, powc
tools, lot of horse bridles & saddles, brass knobs & collor, ponabl.
air compressor, leaf blower, kerosene heater, step ladder, saddl.
blankets, All Jersey clock, old kercsene lantern, electric fence. elec
tric meter. castiron tea kettle, old spring scales, hand & table saws
2 electric club cars wi charger. 2 gas club cars. yard machine by
MTD. lawn cart, pony cart. stone jugs. table & crosscut saw • fee
trough. water trough, bench grinder, hand & yard tools, fence wire.
Delta 2' horse trailer, 6' box blade. 3 place set of forks. 2 botton
MF plows. 3 pt. left pole. 3 pt. hay spear, 3 pt. 5' blade, very o!
rubber tire wagon. 32 S&A. 38 c&W, 187 # Springfield 22- rifl
tube magazine, Knicker Rocker double barrel I 2ga. Marlin Co.
12ga., Steven Ams Co. 414 pattern Aug. 12, 1913. large knife col
lecti.m case. tree. John Primble, Schrolde Buck Colton Mouth &
Uncle Henry. pocket watches & much more.
Not responsible for accidents
Lunch Available.
For more information and your auction needs phone:

DAN MILLER (270)4354144. DARRELL BEANE 4354420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
-My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

HAPPY
B I RTHDAY
for
Friday. June IS. 2010:
This year. you witness many
changes. You could be uncomfortable with some of what you
see occurring within your immediate personal or domestic circle. You might often feel overwhelmed, as if you have no
choice or alternative as events
unfurl. You do. but it might take
centering first. If you are single.
others find you alluring and
attractive. Easily, you could he
swept up in a whirlwind
romance. Don't have any expectations, as it could end as quickly as it began. Give this bond the
test of time. If you are attached,
the two of you could experience
a lot more energy and excitement between you than you have
in quite a while. VIRGO often
can challenge the living day-

lights out of you.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Stay anchored and direct.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult

Others might have difficulty
understanding just how sure you
are. Unfortunately, they could
test your sense of direction You
get to see how directed and sure
you are Tonight: Order in

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Keep conversations moving. though you could hit a snag
as far as perspective. Clearly
others have other ideas_ Try
opening up to another plan of
action. You can express your
discomfort with another idea.
Tonight: Slow down
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might be challenged. Do you take on 3 nsk or
not? Can you afford this risk?
You might want to understand
what it takes to break through to
a new level of creativity and
understanding. Visualize more.
Tonight- Fun time. 11 is Friday
night!

Iii mere intormalion c cella( I

Murrav-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at 12701 7 39-4141

4

'

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Others sense that you are
holding back and not revealing
everything you know. Also, realize that by holding back, you
also could cause yourself a
problem or be more vulnerable
than need be. Tonight: Make
phone calls.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

*** Eye a financial situation
with a touch more reality. What

you wish was happening might
not be what is actually happening. Know when to back oft Get
more feedback, Feel free to test
an idea on someone who has
more expertise than you
Tonight: Balance your budget.
Pay bills.

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your plans could be put

The Murray Ledger & Times wants you to
.hare your photographs of people in our community

on hold, as last-minute demands
and requests come forward. Be
diligent in your follow-through.
arid you might be able to
"escape" somewhat earlier than
one might predict. Take Monday
off. too! Tonight. Better late than
not at all.

Digital photos: They

SHELTER HOURS: MON.411 10 4M-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

By ANTHONY
McCARTNEY and
THOMAS WATKINS
Associated Press Writers
LOS ANGELES(AP)--- The
doctor charged in Michael
Jackson's death had requested
lit es:is ing gear and a nurse front
the concert promoter organizing
the singer's London shows.
documents obtained by The
Associated Press show.
But neither request was apparently in place when Jackson
died last June 25 after Dr.
Conrad Murray administered a
mixture of sedatives, including
the anesthetic propolol. in an
attempt to get the chronic
insomniac to sleep.
Propofol is extremely powerful and is usually administered
only in medical settings with
emergency equipment on hand.
Patients are normally constantly.
monitored.
Munay was alone when he
ga%e the drugs to Jackson. After
he realized the sedated star was
not breathing. he performed CPR
but was unable to re% ive hint. He
performed CPR on the singer
while he was in bed instead of
moving him to the floor, an action
that was criticized after Jackson's
death.
The doctor has pleaded not
guilty
to
an
involuntary'
manslaughter charge in Jackson's
death. His proposed contract with
AEG. which included a monthly
fee of S I 50.0(X). was not finalized
before the singer's death. Murray
never received payment for hit,
services.
The request for a heart resuscitation machine and another person with medical training are
revealed in e-mails and a contract
drafted by promoter AEG Live
and sent to Murray.
The documents are included in
a complaint filed by Jackson's
father. Joe, to the California
Medical Board against AEG
Live, accusing the promoter of
Jackson's comeback -This Is IC
tour of engaging in the "unlawful
practice of corporate medicine"
It also accuses the company of
forcing Murray to provide
Jackson with dangerous medical
serv Ices.
Michael Roth. an AEG
spokesman. said the company
had not seen the complaint and
could not comment on it or the
contract.
Murray's lawyer Ed Chernoff
declined to comment.
"AEG hired, directed, controlled and demanded Dr Conrad

Murray. a medical doctor. to medicate Michael Jackson, provide
Jackson with dangerous medical
services, and to give Michael
Jackson controlled substances
and other drugs without providing cardiopulmonary resuscitation equipment or nursing assistance as it had promised in writlog it would provide.... the complaint states.
Murray 's request for the CPR
equipment was first made to a
concert tour business manager, an
e-mail message shows. The complaint states Murray also requested a nurse. and the doctor's proposed contract called for AEG to
hire a "qualified assistant medical
person."
The request was later mentioned in Murray's proposed contract. The language stated AEG
"shall pros ide Dr. Murray for his
use during the term with medical
equipment requested by Dr.
Murray to assist him in performing the services as approved by.
The equipment is described as a
"portable cardio pulmonary
resuscitation
unit
)'CPR
Machine'), saline, catheters, needles, a gurney and other mutually
approved medical equipment necessary for the Services."
The complaint states Murray.
signed the document a day before
Michael Jackson's death.
Murray had known Jackson and
treated him and his children occasionally in recent years, the doctor's attorney has said and the
complaint states.
The AEG agreement would
have covered Murray's work
while Jackson was preparing for
the London shows and throughout the concerts last summer.
An e-mail sent to Murray during the negotiations explained a
delay in the contract's drafting
because it was a "rare event" for a
physician to be hired to care for a
singer on tour.
E-mails also show the contract
was still being reworked two days
before Jackson's death. which
happened a week before he was
to travel to London for the "This
Is IC shows.
A spokeswoman for the
California Medical Board said
complaints filed to the agency are
confidential unless it takes any'
action. The board receives 8,0(X)
complaints a year. according to
its website.

ky LICINI•11116 War

Only a certain number will appear because of space.
there is no euarantee a submission will be published

Romeo, male. eight-week sold. Boxer [Mix]

Contract: NIJ doe requested
lifesaving gear, nurse

Horoscope

When you submit photographs for
Scene in the Community
please include the inent, date, place.
organization or group. as well as the name
of everyone in the photograph.

Spot. m.ile..even-moriths-ow,
Labrador Ketnes:er 'Moo

NIurrav Ledger &

may be submitted in a JPEG
format to composing4murrayledgercom.

Print photos: May be dropped off at the Ledger office
1001 W'hitnell Ave..
• 4
or mailed to
P.O. Box 1440.
Murray. KY 42071

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** You might want to play the
recluse for a while, at least at

work, if you want to clear out
early. People from a distance

go and let events and time work
for you. Tonight: Where the gang
is.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**-x Others seem to challenge
your ideas, making it even more
difficult to clear out work and get
a project off the ground. It seems
you are in an either/or situation.
Do what you feel is most effective. Tonight: Burning the candle
at both ends.

CAPRICORN (Jec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your grasp of the different issues might be more complete than many other people's
perspectives. You understand
the project at hand, yet you see
the value of a different approach_
Help others see the situation in a
similar manner. Tonight: Opt for
something different.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A partner or associate
dominates. Any feedback seems
to fall on deaf ears Now is not
the time. Focus on giving this
person as much support as possible. Schedule a discussion for
later today. Tonight: Find a
favorite person.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others might not intend
to pressure you, but somehow
they do You also could feel like
you need to cocoon some.
Staying out of office politics
could take a lion's share of discipline. Tonight: Sort through suggestions.

BORN TODAY

might be waiting to hear from
you or wanting you to loin them,
Make sure you get out earty.
Tonignt. Vanish quickly

Singer Paul McCartney (1942).
actor E.G. Marshall (1914),
singer Nathan Morns (1971)

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Zero in on what you

•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

want and what you think would
work best Supporters appear
among fnends and associates. A
partner could test your limits. Let

